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Abstract 

In this thesis we investigate how the social network structure, specifically the 

network degree distribution, affects processes of diffusion of innovations. We show 

how networks can morph the diffusion curve and create deformations by distorting its 

symmetry. We propose a method for uncovering the degree distribution of the 

adopters' network underlying the diffusion process, based exclusively on limited 

early-stage penetration data, and demonstrate that a network's degree distribution has 

significant impact on the contagion properties of the subsequent adoption process. We 

find that under heavy-tailed degree distribution conditions (such as scale-free 

networks), the major share of the adopters' market (which may account for as much as 

75% of the entire potential market) lies beyond the sales peak. This strong asymmetry 

is a result of the unique interaction of the network's degree distribution and the 

diffusion process. 

In three studies, we validate the proposed method using data for known (mapped) 

networks and related adoption processes, as well as wide-range simulations. In a 

fourth study we show that applying the model early in the penetration process (around 

15% penetration) to simultaneously estimate degree distribution and diffusion 

parameters generates superior forecasts, compared to three bench mark models. 
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1. Introduction 

It is accepted that the structure of a network has a major impact on the diffusion 

process propagating on it (Mayzlin 2002, Hill et al. 2006, Newman et al. 2006, Shaikh 

et al. 2006, Van den Bulte and Wuyts 2007, Katona and Sarvary 2008, Goldenberg et 

al. 2009b, Katona et al. 2010). Knowledge of social network features can enhance 

efficiency of consumer targeting (Iacobucci and Hopkins 1992) and improve adoption 

or churn forecasts (Dasgupta et al. 2008, Toubia et al. 2008). Although Krackardt 

(1996) theoretically demonstrated how network structure can affect adoption patterns, 

and how marketers can exploit this information to optimize penetration, most 

diffusion models to date do not include the network degree distribution (distribution 

of the number of social ties of each individual). 

Many diffusion models that do incorporate network structure information use 

rough assumptions of network structure (e.g., homogeneity of the market, division 

into two markets), since network structure is typically invisible. Such (sometimes 

strong) assumptions, however, oversimplify the process and its dynamics, especially 

in light of the fact that network structure has been shown to affect several important 

aspects of product penetration. For example, prevalence of a scale-free degree 

distribution structure is a common presumption in the extant literature, although other 

types of distributions have been documented in studies of social networks, such as 

Gaussian/Poissonian distributions in offline social groups (Amaral et al. 2000), online 

forums or active e-mail networks (Newman et al. 2002, Yeung 2005, Liben-Nowell 

and Kleinberg 2008), and lognormal distributions in the web linkage structure and 

online social network structure (Pennock et al. 2002, Stutzbach and Rejaie 2005, 

Gomez et al. 2009). 
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Since the magnitude and speed of the contagion process, as well as the shape of 

the diffusion curve, depend strongly on the degree distribution of the underlying 

network (as we show in section 3.2), it is important for marketers to have more 

specific knowledge of the distribution at hand, to effectively isolate its role from other 

factors affecting contagion. We show analytically that the adoption growth depends 

on the average number of neighbors and the variance of the degree distribution. The 

presence of heavy tails in the distribution (e.g., the common scale-free distribution) 

implies significant asymmetry in the diffusion process: In such cases, the initial 

growth of sales is accelerated and the sales peak occurs early in the process in relation 

to the decline stage of sales, which occurs at a slower rate and extends over a longer 

period than the growth phase. This asymmetry has implications for estimating market 

potential, and for generating reliable forecasting during early stages of the penetration 

process. 

This thesis has four objectives:  

1. We show analytically that in contagion-based dissemination over an 

undirected
1
 random network

2 
(with up to an average level of clustering),

3
 an 

increase in degree heterogeneity increases contagion, even if the average 

number of ties remains constant. 

2. We show analytically and by simulation that highly skewed degree 

distributions lead to more highly skewed adoption curves.  

                                                             
1
 An undirected network is a network in which links are not directed, i.e., a link between any nodes A 

and B is also a link between B and A.  
2
 A random network is a network in which the links between nodes are determined randomly. 

3
 The clustering coefficient of a given node is defined as the ratio of the number of actual links to the 

number of potential links in a node’s neighborhood. Average clustering coefficient is the average of 

clustering over all nodes in a network. 
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3. We propose a method for estimating the type of degree distribution of the 

network (i.e., scale-free, normal, lognormal or uniform), as well as its two first 

moments, based solely on early-phase penetration data. We validate this 

empirically and using simulated data, implying that a network leaves its traces 

on the resulting penetration pattern.  

4. On the basis of (1) – (3), we show that such uncovered network information 

can be incorporated into a unified growth model to generate more accurate 

forecasts of adoption at a very early stage in the penetration process, when 

such forecasts have significant managerial implications. 

 

The remainder of this paper is as follows: In chapter 2 we review past research, the 

background to our work and briefly introduce relevant notions in social networks. In 

chapter 3 we develop the analytical baseline for our work and propose a model for 

network reconstruction using aggregate penetration data. In chapter 4 we test the 

model by applying the network reconstruction procedure to simulated data, and in 

chapter 5 further test the reconstruction method using a variety of empirical cases. In 

chapter 6, we put the method to a more stringent test and use real network data to 

validate the uniqueness of the uncovered network. In chapter 7 we explore the value 

of network information by comparing forecasting performances of this model to three 

other models (the Shifted Gompertz model, Bemmaor 1994, Bemmaor and Lee 2002; 

the Non-Uniform Influence model, Easingwood et al. 1983; the Bass model, Bass 

1969), based exclusively on data from the early stages of the diffusion process. In 

chapter 8, we test the robustness of the method to clustering of the networks and to a 

concavity effect of the contagion process. Finally, in chapter 9, we discuss the 

limitations of our work and summarize our conclusions. 
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2. Background 

2.1 Previous Work 

In general, social network research can be classified into studies of network 

formation (Barabasi 2003, Newman 2003, Kossinets and Watts 2006, Alon 2007, 

Katona and Sarvary 2008, Allatta et al. 2010) and studies that examine how network 

structure influences dissemination processes (Solomon et al. 2000, Goldenberg et al. 

2001, Hill et al. 2006, Shaikh et al. 2006, Van den Bulte and Joshi 2007, Van den 

Bulte and Wuyts 2007, Goldenberg et al. 2009a, Katona et al. 2010).  

In response to the call in the literature for deeper investigations of what had 

emerged as increasingly detailed structures of interpersonal connections within the 

consumer network (e.g., Mahajan et al. 1990, Mahajan et al. 1993, Arabie and Wind 

1994), recent work highlights the importance of knowledge of the network structure 

for marketers. Network structure has been shown to have significant effects on the 

flow of information and influence (Katona and Sarvary 2009, Stephen and Toubia 

2010, Mayzlin and Yoganarasimhan 2010). For example, one source of network 

impacts has been identified as a category of consumers known as the influentials (for 

an early observation, see Katz and Lazarsfeld 1955; see Van den Bulte and Joshi 2007 

for a generalized and quantified model). In addition to several traits including 

expertise, influentials’ primary base of influence is their extraordinarily great number 

of links to other individuals. While the actual influence of influentials has been 

questioned by Watts and Dodds (2007) in which it was emphasized that under some 

conditions the more susceptible individuals in the network can significantly influence 

the course of diffusion, recent empirical evidence confirms that influentials accelerate 
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the diffusion process (e.g., Goldenberg et al. 2009b) and that a high indegree is 

correlated with earlier adoption (Iyengar et al. 2011).  

It has further been shown that network effects have concrete economic value 

(Gupta et al. 2006), i.e., the mere existence of network links adds monetary value to a 

market. In fact, Stephen and Toubia (2010) showed that the an existing network 

increases market value, mainly due to the increased efficiency in the flow of 

information and referrals. Also, Stepehen and Toubia (2010) have shown that in some 

cases, specific types of network structures, such as those including ‘dead-end’ nodes 

which have a single link (and so potentially hamper the flow of information and 

referrals), diminish economic market value. In another application, Hill et al. (2006) 

showed that knowledge of the consumers' network structure can significantly improve 

the firm's ability to predict consumers’ likelihood of purchase.  

Revised models of diffusion development, recently emerging in an attempt to 

capture the effect of network structure on new product diffusion, typically encounter 

one common obstacle: Networks of social influence are usually invisible or extremely 

hard to map (Rangaswamy et al. 2007). In view of this inherent opaqueness, 

marketers and researchers typically assume that dissemination processes propagate 

over the entire overt network. Despite its widespread support, this oversimplified 

assumption is at least questionable, based solely on the intuition that no innovation is 

adopted by all members of a social network (even if all members of the network are 

exposed to it; see Trusov and Rand 2010). 

We argue here that, for any given social network, diffusion frequently 

involves only a subset of the overt network, and the subset actively involved in the 

diffusion process does not necessarily have the same features and structure as the 

overt network as a whole (similar to Stumpf et al. 2005). For example, a diffusion 
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process can spread on a scale-free network, but since the process actively involves 

only on a subset of nodes, the propagation involving the active network (the actual 

adopters) may possess a Gaussian network structure. For example, Internet chain 

letters have been found to propagate in a narrow but very deep tree-like pattern, 

continuing for several hundred steps, rather than fanning out widely and reaching 

many people in very few steps, as expected by small-world principles (Liben-Nowell 

and Kleinberg 2008). Therefore, even if the consumers network is seemingly overt 

and its structure is supposedly visible, the active network (subset of nodes which 

actually adopt) may possess a different structure and potentially confuse marketers 

and researchers. Therefore we argue that the model presented in this thesis may be of 

use for uncovering the underlying, mostly hidden, active (adopters) network. 

 

One relevant study applies a combination of Bayesian model selection 

techniques and a large number of aggregate data sets over a single population to infer 

the "universal" social network associated with that population (Trusov and Rand 

2010). On the micro-level, Braun and Bonfrer (2009) developed a method to uncover 

the hidden dyad-level interdependence between consumers. In this paper we introduce 

a different approach for uncovering network properties: Based on a single aggregate 

data set, we use early-phase penetration data to infer the structure of the active social 

network and reconstruct the underlying network degree distribution. 

Possessing knowledge of the network degree distribution has implications for 

accuracy in understanding and estimating the penetration process, which is subjected 

to biases even in the absence of oversimplified network assumptions (see Van den 

Bulte and Lillien 1997, 2001). In the following chapters we show that taking the 
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network degree distribution into account improves forecasting and estimation abilities 

since degree distribution has an important impact on the diffusion process. 
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2.2 A brief introduction to Complex Networks 

In this brief section we introduce the reader to the most basic concepts we are 

going to discuss which are related to social networks and graph theory. Throughout 

this work we give references to the related network literature in case the reader should 

be further interested in the quantitative theory and empirical findings. For example, 

for a review of some relevant aspects of the quantitative theory of complex networks 

(of which some will be used in this work), see Albert and Barabasi, (2002), Newman 

(2003), Newman et al (2006) or for the social network analysis aspect see, for 

example Scott (1991). We now focus mainly on concepts that will be instrumental in 

this work. Also the reader is encouraged to use Table D (in Appendix D) as reference 

for the symbols/notations and their definitions throughout the thesis.  

Effectively, a network is a discrete model of interactions between discrete entities. 

The network framework focuses on discrete individuals (call them agents/nodes) and 

the meaningful interactions between them or the influence they exert on one another.  

These interactions are represented by links/edges, while the agents themselves are 

represented by nodes. The agents/nodes can be consumers, retailers, countries, etc. 

The links can represent information communications between nodes, influence or 

transfer of resources, etc.  
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Figure 1.2:     Social Network Illustration 

 

 

Each node i can have a finite number, ki of links directed out of it (out degree) 

and ri number of nodes incoming to it (in degree). For an illustration of a network, see 

Figure 1.2 where the squares denote nodes and the lines connecting them illustrate 

links. The number of links each node has is called its degree. 

If the incoming and outgoing links represent identical (non-identical) 

influence between any two nodes, then this network is called symmetric 

(asymmetric). For the sake of simplicity we focus in this work on symmetric 

networks.  

We are interested in social influence networks. Specifically, we are interested 

in the structure of how consumers influence other consumers to adopt a product or 

piece of information. Therefore, a link in the context of our work is taken to be the 

influence one adopter has on another adopter to adopt. It could be that mere exposure 

of one consumer to a second consumer, using the product, affects the decision of the 

exposed consumer to also adopt. It could also be an act of word of mouth from one 
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consumer to the other or any other social influence processes for that matter, as long 

as these process result in the direct influence of the exposed party to adopt.  

Furthermore, one can imagine that the degree of each individual can be heterogeneous 

so that there is a distribution, P(k) of degrees per network. For example, in Figure 1.2, 

each node has its individual number of links. Some nodes have only three or five links 

while other nodes have more than ten or twenty (notice the flower-like shape of the 

multi-linked nodes, the so called ‘hubs’).  The distribution of degrees can be a Normal 

distribution, a Uniform distribution, a Poisson distribution or any other type of 

distribution. Recently, evidence has emerged regarding the existence of a family of 

distributions which is empirically observed in social networks. This family of 

distributions, in contrast to the Normal distribution, for example, is characterized by 

having longer and heavier tails of the distribution. In many of the cases these 

distributions span several scales of magnitude. For example, a node on a network with 

these types of distribution can have several links, dozens of links or hundreds of links. 

Two notable examples of these are the scale-free distribution (also known as a power 

law distribution, see Barabasi and Albert 1999, Newman 2005) and lognormal 

distribution (Limpert et al. 2001). The mathematical definitions and properties for 

these distributions, as well as those of other distributions are specified in Table B.1 

(Appendix B).  

 The network linkage structure, i.e., the rules that determine how the nodes on 

the network are linked can follow a random pattern (i.e. each node is randomly 

connected to each other node) or a correlated pattern. For example, the linking rule 

can be that a consumer will connect to a second consumer only if that second 

consumer is similar in terms of preferences. For example, a person from country X 

might have a higher probability of being linked to some other citizen of country X 
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than to citizens of other countries. Here we are interested, as a first order 

approximation, in generalized random networks (Albert and Barabasi 2002), meaning 

that the network is randomly connected but can have different degree distributions. 

We find that this assumption is less limiting than one would have suspected, 

especially given the fact that the results and validations we use in this work are 

consistent (see also the discussion of limitations in chapter 8). 

For generalized random networks, there is quantitative analytical theory for 

some aspects of the network structure (e.g., Albert and Barabasi 2002). We employ 

some of the current knowledge in the next chapters to derive the theory for diffusion 

processes on generalized random networks (also see Appendix A for a more detailed 

account of the theoretical analysis). 
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3. Methodology 

3.1 The analytical baseline 

Consider the simplest case of social influence, in which individuals affect each 

other equally, the market is homogeneous for both external and internal influences, 

and both effects are constant in time. These assumptions lead to the Bass differential 

equation (Bass 1969): 

( ) 2)()()()(
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Here, ),(tN ,M ,P ,Q  are the cumulative adopters at time t, the total 

population, the external force coefficient, and the internal force coefficient, 

respectively. 

For the early stages of the process (i.e., for low values of t), the cumulative 

number of adopters is relatively small in comparison to the market potential M, so that

MtN <<)( , allowing the following first-order linear approximation: 
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Specifically, in the early stages of the process, the adoption rate demonstrates 

exponential growth of the following form: 
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Thus, towards the conclusion of the process, the adoption rate declines 

exponentially: 

tPQ
e

dt

tdN )()( +−∝ .          (5) 

Both slopes are exponential and therefore become linear on a log scale. 

It is common to assume that the internal force is larger than the external force 

( QP << ) (Farley et al. 1995); therefore the temporal dynamics for a fully connected 

market (where a network is not yet assumed) is approximately symmetrical around the 

peak, and the absolute value of the exponent is approximately the same for both 

growth and decline. As will be shown shortly, the network structure causes a break in 

this temporal symmetry: In turn, the deviations from symmetry provide indications of 

the network structure. 

Consider a random network in which the nodes are connected randomly, with 

an equal probability for any pair of nodes to be connected, up to the limit of k

neighbors (degrees) for each node (Erdős and Rényi 1959). The parameter k, a node’s 

number of neighbors or network degree, is retrieved from a network degree 

distribution kP . At each time step t∆ , each consumer who has adopted the product in 

question has a probability tq∆  of influencing her neighbors to adopt it. In addition, 

each node has a probability of tp∆  per time step to be influenced by the external 

force (marketing forces) to adopt the product. We also assume that both internal and 

external influence rates are completely homogeneous in time and space and that the 

network is undirected (influence is bi-directional). Generally, assuming that market 

forces are independent, the probability that a potential adopter with x  neighbors who 

have already adopted the product, will adopt the product in time interval t∆  is linear 

and takes the form txqp ∆+ )( . In chapter 8, we present other models to test for the 
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robustness of the assumptions. Under the linear model, the dynamics of the expected 

rate of adoption over a network in the continuous limit (i.e., where the time step 

duration t∆  approaches zero), is given by: 

 ∑ +⋅=
x

x xqptH
dt

tdN
)()(

)(
.         (6) 

Here )(tH x  denotes the number of potential adopters of order x , i.e., consumers who 

have not yet adopted but have exactly x  neighbors who have already adopted the 

product by time t . 

This is actually an individual-level diffusion model that incorporates the network 

effect through the effect of the heterogeneity of degree. The hazard rate is higher for 

those individuals with a higher x implying that the adoption rates may be different 

under different degree distributions. 

One of the immediate properties of (6) is that the adoption rate grows with 

increasing exposure of the individual, meaning that potential adopters with more 

adopter friends adopt faster, on average. This differentiation based on differing 

degrees has an important effect on the diffusion curve and its symmetry properties, as 

will be shown below. 

The total number of potential adopters at a given time is: 

 ∑ −=
x

x tNMtH )()( .         (7) 

Formulated in this manner, the Bass equation can be viewed as a special case 

of (6). Assuming that all individuals are connected to all other individuals, the order 

of all potential adopters at time t is )(tNx = , where )()( tNMtH x −= . Thus

))())(((
)(

tN
M

Q
PtNM

dt

tdN
+−= , where pP =  and MqQ = . Namely, the slope of 
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growth in the Bass model (5) is determined by the product of the individual-level 

contagion coefficient q and the entire market potential M . 

In Appendix A we formally describe the model of diffusion on a generalized 

random network, which can be used as an approximation for an adopters' network 

underlying the diffusion process (see also the analysis of the model assumptions in 

chapter 8). We assume that the maximal degree in this network is significantly smaller 

than the size of the network (which is a realistic assumption for social networks). We 

calculate (see Appendix A) the functions )(tH x  together with a set of conditional 

probabilities of the form )(| tf xk  (where )(| tf xk  is the conditional probability that a 

potential adopter of order x  at time t has network degree k ). The conditional 

probabilities )(| tf xk  and the functions )(tH x
 become the solutions to a closed system 

of coupled Ordinary Differential Equations, where the initial conditions are 

determined solely by network size (i.e., market potential M ) and network degree 

distribution kP . To extract information for the purpose of the estimation procedure, 

we analyze the adoption process under two important regimes: the growth regime in 

early stages of penetration, and the decline regime in later stages of the process. 

The growth stage 

Under the following assumptions, penetration grows exponentially in the 

initial stages of the process. Importantly, the exponential slope of this growth is 

determined not only by the magnitude of contagion but also by the network degree 

distribution. 

Because network architecture is random, the probability in the early stages of 

the process that two neighbors of a specific node are neighbors themselves is 

negligible (for non-fragmented networks that are sufficiently large relative to the 
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maximal network degree). We therefore find (see Appendix A for details) that the 

adoption rate in the early stages of the process takes the following form: 

tpQavgptavg
e

pQ

qk
Mpe
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qk
MptqHptNM

dt
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Here, Q
~

 is the effective internal force coefficient. Following the discussion 

above, all high-order terms that include )(tH x  for 2≥x  were dropped and the 

dynamic equations of diffusion on a generalized random network were linearized. 

Furthermore, as explained below, based on (8), the effective internal force 

coefficient Q
~

 is determined by the ratio of the second moment of the network degree 

distribution to the first moment, giving: 
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where ∑
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=
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k
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kavg kPk  and ∑
=

−=
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22 )(
k

kk

kavg Pkkσ  are the average and variance of the 

network degree distribution, respectively. For the derivation of (8), we assume that 

pQ >>
~

. Thus, where pQ 3
~

> (e.g., Farley et al. 1995), the rate of adoption exhibits 

exponential growth of the following form: 

tpQe
dt

tdN )3
~

()( −∝ .        (10) 

That is, for a given average, greater network degree variance leads to greater 

exponential growth. This occurs because the presence of highly connected individuals 

accelerates growth. 

For an intuitive perspective on the rationale behind this growth expression, 

consider the simple case of 0=p  where no external force exists. In this case, all 
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adoptions occur among consumers exposed to internal influence (through neighbors 

who are adopters). As mentioned above, in the initial non-interactive stage, each 

exposed consumer has, on average, only one adopter neighbor able to induce her 

adoption. Therefore, if an individual with network degree k  adopts the innovation 

during the initial stages of the process, the number of exposed consumers increased by 

2−k , as she has 1−k  neighbors who have not yet adopted the new product and she 

is also removed from the list of exposed consumers by becoming an adopter of the 

innovation. Taking into account the fact that nodes with a greater number of links 

have a greater probability, on average, to being exposed to a spreading adoption 

process, each new adoption adds ∑∑
==

−=−
max

min

max

min

2
~~

)2(
k

kk

k

k

kk

k PkPk  individuals to the 

number of exposed consumers, where kP
~

is the degree distribution among exposed 

consumers, given by the probability that the node is a neighbor of another node with 

degree k. The distribution of the degrees of neighbors on random linked networks is 

known to be (Albert and Barabasi, 2002):
4
 

avg

k

k
k

Pk
P

⋅
=

~
                  (11) 

where kP  is the degree distribution and avgk  is the average degree for the purpose of 

"normalization." (Note that this probability is not the original probability kP  that a 

certain node in the network has degree k. The larger the degree k for a given node, the 

greater number of ties she has. Consequently, the probability that this node is included 

in another node's sample is skewed toward higher degrees.) The average increase in 

the number of exposed consumers in a single time step is, then, 

                                                             
4
 Due to the randomness of the network assumption, the actual neighbors of adopters' degree 

distribution are not different than neighbors of randomly chosen nodes. 
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k PkPk  and hence, the total increase in the number of exposed 

consumers in a single time step is: 
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In the case of 0=p , the adoption rate becomes 
tQetqH

dt

tdN ~

1 )(
)(

∝= . 

Adding external influence moderates the slope of the exponential growth, as indicated 

by (8). 

Equation (9) is the analytical measure of the dependence of estimated internal 

force on network structure: The coefficient depends linearly on the average number of 

neighbors and on the standard deviation of the degree distribution. This explains why 

diffusion is accelerated when the network contains individuals with an exceptionally 

high degree. The presence of heavy-tailed distributions (i.e., existence of influentials) 

can change the average and standard deviation by several orders of magnitude and 

consequently affect the imitation coefficient. Thus, the same product diffusing on 

different networks might exhibit dramatically different Q
~

s (but not necessarily 

different q s ). In order to assess the error generated by ignoring network structure, 

consider the simplest estimation of contagion size, using the Bass model. In this case, 

the effect of the internal force (Q) is underestimated because the network structure 

multiplier 2
2

−+
avg

avg
k

k
σ

 is replaced by entire market potential M . 

The decline stage 

By the final stage of the adoption process (large t), almost all individuals have 

adopted the innovation. The adoption map assumes the form of a network with 

isolated "holes" (representing non-adopters), reflecting that most non-adopters are 
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linked exclusively to adopters: Since most of the network comprise adopters, the 

order (number of friends that have already adopted) of almost all non-adopters 

becomes equal to their network degree. Basically, at this stage, the adoption process is 

dominated by these consumers, who are linked to a lower-than-average number of 

other consumers, and therefore an overall slower (exponential) decline of the 

penetration curve is evident. At this stage, the sole impact of product adoption by an 

individual with network degree k is a reduction in )(tH k
, the number of potential 

adopters of order .k  Hence, recalling that the probability per time step of potential 

adopter of order k  to adopt is pkq + , we obtain: 

)()(
)(

tHpkq
dt

tdH
k

k ⋅+−= ,         (13) 

resulting in 
tpkq

k etH
)()( +−∝ . Therefore, the rate of adoption in the final stages of the 

process can be obtained from (5) as follows: 

∑∑ +−≈+⋅=
k

tpkq

k

k

k eCkqptH
dt

tdN )()()(
)(

,       (14) 

where kC are time-independent coefficients. Namely, the rate of adoption is given by 

the sum of time-decaying exponentials (representing different populations with 

different degrees), which is dominated by the slowest decaying exponent. The 

adoption rate thus obeys the following decline: 

tpqk
e

dt

tdN )( min
)( +−∝ ,        (15) 

where mink  denotes the lowest degree in the network (The dynamics throughout the 

decline stage is derived directly from the general equations of diffusion on random 

networks in Appendix A). 
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3.2 Breaking the symmetry: The network morphs the adoption 

curve 

To summarize the above analysis, the resulting overall pattern of an adoption 

process that propagates on a random network exhibits exponential growth in the initial 

stages of the process, and exponential decline in the final stages of the process. The 

growth and the decline slopes were shown to be, respectively: 

p
k

kqv
avg

avg 32
2

1 −













−+=

σ
               (16) 

and 

)( min2 pqkv +⋅−= .                 (17) 

Here, avgk  and 
2σ are the mean and the variance of network degrees, 

respectively, and mink  is the lowest degree of the network. We proceed to explain how 

the properties of the degree distribution (the first two moments) of the network affect 

the symmetry of the penetration curve, and how high degrees of curve asymmetry 

emerge in the case of heavy-tailed (e.g., scale-free) degree distributions. In the case of 

degree distributions with moderate tails (e.g., Gaussian, Poissonian), the low and the 

high degrees are of the same order of magnitude, resulting in 
min

2

kk
k

k avg

avg

avg ≈≈+
σ

. 

Hence, considering the more common case when external influence p is small, the 

absolute values of the growth and decline slopes tend to be very similar to each other 

and generate a relatively symmetric curve of adoption. In contrast, heavy-tailed degree 

distributions (e.g., scale-free distributions) that span over several scales of magnitude 

(where 
min

2

k
k

k
avg

avg >>+
σ

) lead to an asymmetric curve of adoption, in which the 
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slope of growth is much steeper while the slope of the decline exhibits a long-lasting 

temporal tail.  

To illustrate the asymmetrical functional form of the penetration curve, we 

simulated diffusion on a 100,000-node-network for different classes of networks. 

Gaussian and uniform network diffusion processes are given in Figure 2a and b, 

respectively, to represent the category of narrow, light-tailed network degree 

distributions (such as seen in Amaral et al. 2000, Newman et al. 2002, Yeung 2005, 

Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg 2008). Another, more common, category of degree 

distributions is the heavy-tailed distribution (Newman 2005). These fat-tailed 

distributions are commonly expressed in the form of scale-free (also known as power 

laws, see Barabasi and Albert 1999) and lognormal (Limpert et al. 2001) distributions. 

Figure 2c and 2d demonstrate diffusion processes over lognormal5 and scale-free 

networks, respectively. 

As can be seen in Figure 2a–d, each network type imprints a unique
6
 pattern 

on the dissemination process, which is easy to identify on a semi-log scale (and less 

easily identifiable on the more commonly used linear scale). In cases where the 

network has a light-tailed degree distribution, such as Gaussian or Poissonian 

distributions, only a minor temporal tail of the adoption rate time series is created by 

the “lowest-degree” nodes, which are the last to enroll in the process. The result is an 

exponentially decaying tail in the final stages of the dissemination process and a 

largely symmetric pattern (see Figure 2a). In the case of a uniform distribution, the 

tail is more accentuated and longer-lasting in relation to the curve itself (Figure 2b), 

                                                             
5
 Lognormal networks have been identified in a variety of empirical contexts (Limpert et al. 2001, 

Pennock et al. 2002, Stutzbach and Rejaie 2005, Gomez et al. 2009). These networks exhibit a 

"normal-degree distribution" over the log scale of degrees. Several explanations have been suggested 

for their existence (Limpert et al. 2001 and references therein). 
6
 This uniqueness stems from the randomness assumption in which the exact pattern is only determined 

by the degree distribution of the network, effectively generating the initial conditions of an ODE 

system independent of other initial conditions or specific linkage, as shown in Appendix A. 
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representing the relatively larger population of lowest-degree nodes. The lognormal 

degree distribution has a longer tail, emanating from the peak itself, with several 

decaying exponentials due to the large lowest degree node population, and accelerated 

growth rate due to its heavy tail representing highly connected nodes (Figure 2c). 

Finally, since lowest-degree nodes dominate the scale-free case, the tail is 

long, originates from the peak, and demonstrates a single exponential decay 

(distinctly log-straight, but demonstrating curviness in rare cases) following sharp 

rapid growth (Figure 2d). These are unique patterns due to the randomness 

assumption, as demonstrated in studies below (see chapters 4–6). 

When network structure is not taken into account, efforts to measure diffusion 

by fitting diffusion-like models may produce erroneous results. Inaccurate estimations 

are compounded when asymmetry imposed by network structure is disregarded (as 

demonstrated in chapter 7).  
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Figure 2: Diffusion Patterns for Different Network Types: a) Gaussian b) 

Uniform c) Log-normal d) Scale-free 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 
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3.3 Estimating the network degree distribution using penetration 

data 

The procedure we employ to estimate the network degree distribution is based 

on the simplified assumption that diffusion occurs on an approximately random 

network of consumers. To model the adoption process, we use a parsimonious agent-

based model (e.g., Garber et al. 2004). In chapter 8 we analyze the robustness of these 

suppositions where the assumptions of unclustered network and linear effect of 

adopters-neighbors on potential adopters' probability of adoption are relaxed.
7
 We 

also discuss (chapter 8) the possibility of a non-constant and decreasing word of 

mouth intensity with time, and how they affect the accuracy of the model. We 

consider four classes of networks: Gaussian/Poissonian, uniform,
8  

lognormal, and 

scale-free. These distributions are representative of dissemination processes 

documented in the literature, as discussed in chapter 1. In Table B.1 (Appendix B.1) 

we provide definitions of the distributions we use in the reconstruction method, 

including their parameters, and details regarding the estimations themselves.
9
  

As indicated in Table B.1, each network structure comprises two parameters 

(e.g., in the case of Gaussian degree distribution, 1π and 2π  denote the average and the 

standard deviation, respectively). Thus, including the additional two parameters of the 

                                                             
7
 We find that the proposed method works for low and moderate degrees of network clustering but not 

for high-degree clustering, which is the less frequent case. We also find that the linear assumption of 

the hazard model does not affect the efficacy of the method as long as the average network degree is 

lower than the concavity factor of the process. See chapter 8 for a detailed explanation. 
8
 We also tested fit for the uniform-degree distribution, since it is a distribution that lies somewhere 

between light- and heavy-tailed. 
9
 It should be noted that some networks cannot be perfectly associated with any "pure" category: 

Hybrid networks with degree distributions can span more than one category (for example a Gaussian 

distribution for small degrees and a heavy scale-free tail of large degrees). We use here only these four 

types of networks, but broadly speaking one can use any set of networks including any number of types 

in that set for specific purposes. The method can identify the network, out of the set, which is the 

closest to the degree distribution of the active network underlying the diffusion process. 
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process (i.e., the external and internal forces, p and q  respectively), the estimation 

involves a total of four parameters.  

Since the analytical solution is not in closed form (see Appendix A), we use 

simulations with constraints for the purpose of fitting. Basically, we use an Agent 

Based Modeling simulation, a method that is becoming more and more common in 

the Marketing discipline (Rand and Rust 2011). We simulate through computer 

programs, individual agents/nodes embedded in a network of influence. In essence, 

once the network structure (i.e., the links between nodes) is determined we simulate a 

process in which these individual nodes on the network adopt a virtual product. Using 

parsimonious node to node infection rules, we then simulate a temporal process and 

observe how the process spreads on that virtual network. We then calculate the 

simulated adoption curve out of that virtual network and iterate over simulation runs 

until the simulated adoption curve produces the best fit to the empirical adoption 

curve.   In Appendix D we describe the simulation procedure in more detail.  

Since the non-linear, four-dimensional solution space may entail a costly, and 

in some cases unfeasible, search, we use three analytical relations of the pattern itself: 

the pre-takeoff (see below) the growth slope (16),  and the decline slope (17).
10

  

If a pre-takeoff period exists, we can estimate external influence p . In the pre-

takeoff stage, a very early stage of the process, the rate of adoption is approximately 

Mp
dt

dN

dt

tdN

t

=
=0

~
)(

. Thus, since it is possible to estimate the average adoption rate 

during the pre-takeoff stage, which we assume to be Mp  (the external force process is 

dominant in this stage), and the total cumulative number of adopters at the end of the 

                                                             
10 See Appendix B.1 for the practical operation of the identification of these stages of the diffusion. 
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process M is a known parameter,
11

 the external force p can be extracted as well. If 

there is no pre-takeoff stage, i.e., early sales are already high and the peak is reached 

rapidly, one can measure ( )0=t
dt

dN
 as it is also approximately equal to pM ⋅  in this 

initial stage since it is acceptable to assume that the first single unit of time contains a 

negligible number of interactions. See Appendix B.1 for a more detailed description 

and discussion of the robustness of the estimations. 

In the previous sub-section we demonstrated that any diffusion process that 

propagates on a random network involves growth and decline stages subjected to two 

constraints due to their slopes 1v  and 2v  as indicated by (16) and (17). These slopes 

are extracted from the aggregate-level adoption curve as described in Appendix B.1. 

We then separate the external influence from the network structure by retrieving 

empirical measures of the adjusted growth and decline slopes, and revise (16) and 

(17) to define the following system of two equations to solve for the three unknown 

parameters 1π , 2π , and q : 














−+= 2

2

1

avg

avg
k

kqz
σ

           (18) 

and: 

min2 qkz =     .                            (19) 

Here, pvz 311 +=  and  pvz +−= 22  are the adjusted slopes of growth and decline, 

respectively (satisfying 021 >> zz ), and ),( 21 ππavgavg kk = , ),( 21

22 ππσσ = , while 

),( 21minmin ππkk =  are functions of the two parameters of the network degree 

distribution. In Table B.1 we provide the explicit form of these functions for each 

                                                             
11

 In the case of forecasting, M is not known and we have 5 parameters. This case is discussed in study 

4 (chapter 7). 
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network class. Equations (18) and (19) allow us to express two unknown parameters 

as a function of the third unknown parameter, for all categories (with the exception of 

the scale-free network class, where only one unknown parameter can be analytically 

solved using the remaining two unknown parameters). 

In the final stage of the procedure, as indicated above, we use a computer 

simulation as a fitting function, to fit for the final parameter, subject to the constraints, 

(18) and (19). We used an ABM (agent-based models, Bonabeau 2002) to simulate a 

new product penetration process over a given network (Goldenberg et al. 2001). We 

then use the adoption pattern generated by the simulation as a fitting function for the 

data. Along with equations that describe parts of the pattern (see (16) and (17)), we 

narrow the fit to a fit of one or two parameters, and thus significantly improve 

convergence accuracy. This estimation procedure is conducted for each network 

structure class where the reconstructed active network is defined as the parameter set 

that produces the highest goodness-of-fit score (in terms of R-squared measures) of 

the simulated network to the empirical adoption data. 

Estimating the network degree distribution can be also used to improve adoption 

forecasting as shown in chapter 7. In that case, the estimation is based only on 

information available at the early stages of the process: M is unknown and the decline 

stage is also unknown. The simulations described in the previous paragraph are used 

to fit all unknown parameters, with a smaller numbers of constraints. In chapter 7 we 

show that the overall model is still robust and generates forecasting results that are 

superior to known diffusion models that do not take the network structure into 

account. In the following chapters, we present the results of four studies that evaluate 

the accuracy and validity of the proposed approach and its contribution to improved 

forecasting accuracy. 
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4. Study I – Network Estimation Tests using Simulated 

Data 

 

In this study we test the proposed model on a large set of diffusion patterns 

representing a broad range of network degree distributions. Relying exclusively on 

empirical data, only a limited range of parameters can typically be tested for a defined 

set of variables (Casti 1996). Hence it is common to test sensitivity of methods on 

simulated data, which also allows controlled tests on wider ranges of parameters than 

are typically available in field data. For this purpose we conducted computer 

simulations to generate a number of diffusion scenarios on various network structures. 

Each scenario produced an adoption curve that was subsequently used as input for 

testing the network degree distribution estimation method. We were then able to 

evaluate the accuracy of the estimation method by comparing the estimated network 

degree distribution with the distribution generated in the simulation. The advantage of 

using simulated data is that it allows testing the sensitivity of proposed methods on a 

wide range of cases and parameters where the true distribution is known. 

In total, we tested our model on 40 growth processes (i.e., 10 parameter sets for 

each of the four degree-distribution classes). We tested sets with a relatively high/low 

q (between 0.0005 and 0.5) and a relatively high/low p (between 0 and q), 

representing diverse dynamic scenarios (Farley et al. 1995). We limit our 

investigations to processes in which the diffusion curve is continuous and not flat (i.e., 

the process takes off). We also limit our investigation to cases in which the network 

has a significant role in the process, i.e., not in the case of dominant external force 

p>>q. For each generated growth process, 10 fitting procedures were conducted, and 
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the fitted adoption curve parameters with the best resulting R² were considered the 

estimated solution parameter set (we also tried a greater number of fits per generated 

network and found that 10 fits are sufficient to obtain the highest degree of 

accuracy)
12

. The results of the goodness-of-fit indicators per distribution type between 

the estimated and the real distribution, measured by using the R
2
 and RMSS 

(Normalized Root Mean Square Statistic – following Jedidi et al. 1997) indicators are 

given in Table 1.1.  

Table 1.1: Goodness-of-Fit Indicators for the Reconstruction Method over Simulated 

Data: Average and Standard Deviation of R
2
 and RMSS 

 

We find that the average fit of the actual distribution of the simulation-generated 

surrogate set to the distribution estimated by the proposed method is greater than 90% 

in all cases and with low deviations (Table 1.1).  

 

 

 

                                                             
12

 The fitting algorithm iterated over different degrees of distribution for each case we have tested in 

order to find the best matching degree distribution for that case. We find that in each case the 

algorithm converged to the correct degree distribution.  

Network class (R
2
)avg 

(R
2
)sd RMSSavg RMSSsd 

Uniform network 0.93 

 

0.02 0.96 0.01 

Gaussian network 
0.95 

 

0.03 0.94 0.02 

Lognormal network 
0.92 

 

0.04 0.89 0.03 

Scale-free network 
0.97 

 

0.02 0.98 0.02 
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Table 1.2: Goodness-of-Fit Indicators for the Reconstruction Method fitting across 

distributions: Average and Standard Deviation of R
2
  

 

Since the fitting algorithm, converged to the correct underlying distribution across 

the simulation study we have also conducted a fitting study where we constrain the 

algorithm to try and fit degree distribution X to degree distribution Y in order to see 

how well one can distinguish between them using the fit. The results are presented in 

Table 1.2 (as the average R
2 

and the corresponding standard deviation of these R
2
 

across cases). Each cell in table 1.2 corresponds to a fit conducted using the 

distribution titled in the column to try and estimate the distribution title of the row. 

For example, the second cell from the right in the first row (with the value 0.69 

(0.18)) means that on average when trying to estimate a uniform distribution network 

using only a Gaussian distribution network leads to, on average, an R2=0.68 with a 

standard deviation of 0.18. The diagonal cells in Table 1.2 are practically the results 

given in Table 1.1 since in this case the algorithm was allowed to converge to the 

right distribution. Across the diagonal, therefore, we see high goodness-of-fit 

indicators. On the other hand on the off-diagonal cells, the average fit indicators are 

not that high. For example the worst average fit indicator (R2=0.45) was given when 

trying to fit a Gaussian distribution only using a lognormal distribution. This suggests 

 
Uniform 

network 

Gaussian 

network 

Lognormal 

network 

Scale-free 

network 

Uniform network 0.93 (0.02) 

 

0.69 (0.18) 

 

0.58 (0.32) 

 

0.67 (0.21) 

 

Gaussian network 
0.74 (0.14) 

 

0.95 (0.03) 0.45 (0.29) 

 

0.78 (0.11) 

 

Lognormal network 
0.55 (0.22) 

 

0.46 (0.19) 

 

0.92 (0.04) 0.75 (0.10) 

 

Scale-free network 
0.71 (0.16) 

 

0.62 (0.15) 

 

0.72 (0.16) 

 

0.97 (0.02)  
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that the different shapes of the curves, corresponding to the different distributions are 

distinguishable and therefore allow identification, as the results of this study show.   

 

In general, we find that it is possible to extract network type and estimate its 

parameters for a large range of variables, given a single adoption pattern. In all of the 

tested cases, we demonstrate that the proposed model provides estimations that are 

very close to the actual degree distribution. 

However in such a simulation-based approach, the models themselves are tested 

using other models. Real-life phenomena include a richer set of mechanisms and 

noise. To address this, studies 2 and 3 were conducted. 
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5. Study II – Testing Using Real-Case Data 

5.1 Fitting the model to real life penetration curves 

In study 1 the evaluation of the proposed network degree estimation procedure was 

based exclusively on synthetic data. To address more realistic situations involving 

various types of noise and other error factors, we tested real-life adoption patterns. 

Since our model is mainly relevant to “classical” diffusion cases, we defined the 

following inclusion criteria for data sets: 

1. The growth process has an identifiable (dominant) peak, with relatively smaller 

fluctuations. 

2. The time series has sufficient resolution to allow differentiation between 

patterns: The pattern comprises at least 50 points of data. 

3. The process involves more than several thousands of adopters, in order to allow 

a clear dissemination pattern. 

We collected a total of 17 data sets representing adoption processes in diverse 

fields, including CD sales, online movie penetration (based on search query volume), 

petition signing rates, and online thematic group enrollment. 

Despite the inherent noise and potentially high interference of external events in 

these real-life cases (e.g., external dissemination perturbations to the system, non-

homogeneous campaigns, etc.), the dissemination curves reconstructed using the 
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proposed model fit the real-life data with relatively high level of goodness-of-fit (R
2
 

in the range of 90-98%).
13

  

Figure 3 presents data on a selection of the cases tested where the processes 

are grouped by the underlying network degree distribution. Starting with light-tailed 

degree distributions, the uncovered networks in the first two examples exhibit normal-

degree distributions. In Figure 3a we present sales of an audio CD (Moe and Fader 

2001) (Gaussian pattern, R
2
 = 0.97). In Figure 3b we present the search volume 

(recorded by the Google Trends website, Trends 2009) for the name of the movie 

"Kite Runner" in the months following its release (Gaussian pattern, R
2
 = 0.94). The 

next case, signing of online petitions, fits a uniform degree distribution network, and 

is given in Figure 3c (Uniform pattern, R
2
 = 0.91). 

The final three examples are of heavy-tailed degree distributions: In Figure 3d 

we present the daily number of searches for the term "Cloverfield" (lognormal pattern 

R
2
=0.98), which is the name of a movie that was exceptionally credited for its 

efficient online viral marketing campaign (Cloverfield 2008). The pattern of these 

searches exhibits the pattern of a lognormal degree distribution. Since the campaign 

was conducted mainly on the internet, on sites including YouTube, this lognormal 

pattern is not surprising (Limpert et al 2001). 

 

                                                             
13

 Part of the data is truncated, in the sense that most of the diffusion process has occurred but had not 

concluded at the time of our measurement and therefore we did not have the full market potential. In 

these cases, we used defined effective market potential )(TMM eff ≡  at the final point of the data as 

total market potential. We tested this approach with truncated simulation runs (using truncation 

magnitudes similar to that in the data) and found no biasing effect on the fitting process. This is 

expected since most of the information concerning the process is expressed in the data and therefore 

the information it contains is virtually complete. We do expect more significant truncation lengths to 

bias results (see Van den Bulte and Iyengar 2010) and therefore one should use caution  when applying 

the method to substantially truncated data sets and use simulations to assess the expected bias.  
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Figure 3: Fit to Empirical Data: a) CD sales, b) The Movie "Kite Runner", c) Online 

Petition Site, d) The Movie "Cloverfield", e) Online Social Thematic 

Group, f) "Witty Worm" 

 

(a)  
(b)  

(c)   (d)  

(e)  (f)  

 

The recording of a group of 74,500 users who are members of an online social 

network, Friendster (Friendster 2009) identified as scale free, is depicted in Figure 3e 

(scale-free pattern R
2
=0.90). The diffusion process records the number of users who 
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opt to join one of this network’s several thematic groups, specifically a group of fans 

of a certain category of TV shows. The final case is the spread of an internet worm 

known as "Witty Worm" (CAIDA 2004), expressed by the developing computer host 

infection rate, illustrated in Figure 3f (scale-free pattern R
2
 = 0.94).  

In addition, we took each degree distribution and conducted the estimation 

procedure for it as if it were the actual network. The accuracy obtained using this 

identification method is presented in Table 2, for fits of all 17 cases (see Table C.1 in 

Appendix C for details of each case). The numbers in bold are the best R² fit results, 

which are assumed to represent the underlying network structure in each case (the 

“uncovered” or “active” network). The remaining three columns present R² fit results 

for the alternative network types tested: In all cases, the R² fit with the identified 

network structure (i.e., degree distribution) typically exceeds 90% and is distinctly 

different from fit of the data to alternative network structure patterns. Perhaps 

surprisingly, almost one-half (45%) of all cases represent non-scale-free active 

networks, confirming that the common assumption that diffusion occurs over a scale-

free network may be overused
14

. 

We have chosen the adoption processes presented in Table 2 mainly because they 

exhibit enough temporal resolution for the network estimation method to work 

properly (as stated in the beginning of this section), but also tried to include different 

types of processes (sales, group membership, petition signing and search) in order to 

demonstrate the ability of the model to be useful for a diverse selection of diffusion 

processes. In all cases the consumers are exposed to adoptions made by their friends 

                                                             
14

 Although it seems that scale free networks are not the only active networks in existence, scale free 

networks are still, at least in this data set, the majority type observed in networks degree 

distributions. Therefore, scale free distributions may be the best guess for a type of distribution, if no 

further knowledge of the network exists and a guess has to be made by the marketer or researcher. 
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(social group membership, CDs, non-anonymous petition signing etc.) and so we 

expect to see peer-effects on the micro level leading to network effects on the macro 

level.  

While this study tests the proposed model using real data, it still is not sufficient to 

rule out an alternative network structure with different process dynamics that 

converges to the same adoption curve in each case. The third study (chapter 6) was 

designed to resolve this issue.  
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Table 2       Empirical Goodness-of-fit Results: R
2
s and Asymmetry Ratios for all Data Sets 

and Networks 

Identified Scale Free Networks 

 Scale-

Free 

Lognorm

al Uniform 

Gaussia

n 

Asymmetry 

Ratio 

Friendster Online Group ("Korean 

Dramas Fanz") 0.91 0.68 0.70 0.45 3.93 

Friendster Online Group ("Emo Is 

Love") 0.94 0.77 0.81 0.53 2.36 

Friendster Online Group ("ABSCBN") 0.91 0.70 0.45 0.59 3.37 

Friendster Online Group ("Muse") 0.95 0.72 0.88 0.68 5.25 

Friendster Online Group 

("LinkinPark") 0.95 0.83 0.72 0.81 1.93 

Friendster Online Group 

("Handsome & Pretty") 0.95 0.83 0.54 0.31 1.78 

Friendster Online Group 

("Registered Nurse") 0.90 0.25 0.40 0.81 3.42 

Friendster Online Group ("Islam") 0.93 0.75 0.64 0.22 3.41 

Friendster Online Group ("Dota") 0.94 0.89 0.78 0.64 2.33 

  

Identified Uniform Networks 

 Scale 

Free Lognormal Uniform 

Gaussia

n 

Asymmetry 

Ratio 

Petition Signers ("Free our friends in 

Iraq…") 

0.90 0.86 0.95 0.52 2.36* 

Petition Signers ("12 Year Old Jobs") 0.81 0.86 0.95 0.57 7.51* 

Petition Signers ("Save 

Wonderfalls") 

0.81 0.63 0.91 0.78 2.77* 

  

Identified Gaussian Networks 

 

Scale Free 

Lognorma

l 

Unifor

m Gaussian 

Asymmetry 

Ratio 

Search Volume for "Kite Runner" 

(after Launch) 

0.68 0.61 0.79 0.94 

 

1.39 

Friendster Online Group ("American 

Idol") 

0.66 0.78 0.86 0.90 1.02 

CD sales ("Dink")* 0.81 0.87 0.63 0.97 1.33 

Friendster Online Group 

("Starbuckerz") 

0.65 0.63 0.73 0.90 1.07 

  

 

Identified Lognormal Networks 

 

Scale Free Lognormal 

Unifor

m Gaussian 

Asymmetry 

Ratio 

Search Volume for "Cloverfield" 

(post-launch) 0.82 0.98 0.71 0.4 4.01 

 

* Processes with a high external force ( p ) also add to the asymmetry, but not significantly, such as in the case in 

the CD sales curve. 
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5.2 Asymmetry of diffusion in the case of heavy–tailed distribution 

In our analysis we find that a considerable number of cases exhibit an 

asymmetric diffusion curve. As we show in study 4 (below), this asymmetry has a 

significant effect on forecasting accuracy. The existence of a non-negligible 

population of consumers with above-average degrees, as is the case in heavy-tailed 

networks, accelerates the diffusion, resulting in the rather rapid exposure of large 

proportions of the market to the product. Once this relatively accelerated process is 

concluded, the majority of the market then adopts at a slower rate. This asymmetry 

(rapid growth and slow decline) is exhibited in a penetration curve whose balance 

shifts toward the second half of the process, reflecting that the fact that the majority of 

the market adopts after the sales peak. 

Most previous diffusion models assume an approximately balanced dynamics 

of pre peak and post peak market adoption rate.  The final column in Table 2 presents 

the asymmetry ratio, defined as the ratio of pre-peak to post-peak percentage of 

adopters (for the symmetric case, this ratio is 1). It can be seen that for all cases, this 

ratio is greater than 1, and in the case of scale-free networks, the ratio is greater than 3 

in the majority of cases. This implies that in scale-free networks, only 25% of the total 

market typically adopts before the sales peak is achieved. Therefore, firms that 

concentrate marketing efforts on generating pre-peak sales, effectively are ignoring 

75% of their potential market. It is possible to approximate the explicit estimation 

error resulting from the use of the canonical Bass model, for example, rather than our 

proposed network model by (see Appendix A.2): 
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where  M∆  and BM∆ denote the total post-peak sales predicted by the network and 

the Bass model, respectively. Under the simplifying assumption pqk >>min , (18a) 

reduces to: 
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which may be a fairly large ratio in heavy-tailed distributions: Consequently, 

neglecting the asymmetry generates quite a large error. We show in study 4 that this 

has significant implications for penetration and NPV forecasting accuracy, and further 

demonstrate that forecasting may be improved by incorporating the network model. 
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6. Study III – Validation of Solution Uniqueness Using 

Known Network Structure  

This study aims to address two important concerns. First, we apply a more 

stringent test to the proposed model to demonstrate that the estimated degree 

distributions are close to actual degree distributions that are known from an external 

source (e.g., a direct mapping of the network). A second issue is whether this 

procedure leads to a unique solution, or whether different degree distribution 

parameters or even different network categories can generate an identical adoption 

curve with different adoption characteristics. 

Albeit rare, data of growth processes accompanied by data on their underlying 

networks are becoming more available. One such example is historical data on online 

social networks and their thematic groups. Users establish memberships, choosing 

from a wide selection of groups and categories (e.g., TV shows, local town groups, 

alumni groups). Group membership offers certain benefits, such as encounters with 

others who share the same interests or exposure to relevant information. In our study, 

we consider joining a group an adoption decision. 

We use data from Friendster (Friendster 2009), an online social network with 

about 100 million users. The advantage of this online social network as a data source 

is that the time a user joins a group is documented, and network data are largely in the 

public domain. We define the active network as the network exclusively comprising 

group members (i.e., all Friendster members who eventually become adopters of 

membership in a specific group), and compare the results generated by our proposed 

reconstruction method to the data on the development of the active network. 
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In Table 3 we list the results of identification and estimation of the active networks 

for eight diffusion data sets in which the active network is directly mapped (Friendster 

2009). Details of the active networks are provided in Table C.2 with graphs of the 

respective penetration patterns. For each mapped active network (corresponding to 

membership in a group), fit to each of the four representative categories of a degree 

distribution (Gaussian/Poissonian, uniform, lognormal, and scale-free) was tested. We 

calculated the cross-Entropy (Kullback 1997, Garber et al. 2004), which is a common 

measure of the "distance" between two distributions, and the more intuitive R
2 

measure between distributions, as well as the Normalized Root Mean Square Statistic 

(RMSS) (e.g., Jedidi et al. 1997). 

For each network, we present the lowest cross-entropy, highest distributions fit R
2
, 

and RMSS (i.e., closest distributions based on these fit statistics), in Table 3. For the 

first network (denoted A), the best fit was obtained for a scale-free degree 

distribution. The first two moments of the reconstructed network were
15 213min ±=k  

and 15.022.2 ±=α , compared to the actual values of the active network: 

212±=transk  ( transk  is the degree at which the transition to a power-law tail takes 

place) and 23.059.2 ±=α . 

The second network (B) is apparently Poissonian.
16

 Indeed, the best fit was 

obtained for a Poissonian structure. The parameter of the reconstructed network was 

00.2=avgk  vs. 00.2=avgk , which is accurate. The third network (C) parameters are 

00.100.4min ±=k  and 18.025.2 ±=α , compared to the real values of the active 

                                                             
15 The estimations for the parameters of the scale-free case were calculated using numerical fits to the 

data, using a method described by Newman (2005). The error ranges were taken to be 1 standard 

deviation of the fitted value. 
16

 This network consists of small-degree numbers, and hence the Gaussian/Poissonian class is 

represented by a Poissonian network degree distribution, as shown in Table B.1. 
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network: 00.200.5min ±=k   and 40.066.2 ±=α . The fourth network (D), identified 

as a network with a Poisson degree distribution, was shown by the proposed model to 

have 00.200.5 ±=avgk  vs. the empirical 00.7=avgk . The fitted and empirical 

parameters for the remaining networks are given in Table C.2 in Appendix C. Finally, 

the R
2
 and RMSS values for the distributions show good fits for networks A , B, G 

and H(R
2
 values of 0.98 and 0.95, 0.95 and 0.96 and RMSS values of 0.99, 0.96, 0.96 

and 0.97 respectively); For networks C through F, high R
2
 values (0.75-0.85)  and 

high RMSS values (0.76-0.85) are obtained with a superior cross-entropy measure 

relative to the alternative tested networks.
17

 Overall, the underlying network structures 

were correctly identified in all cases,
18 

and the error in the estimation of the actual 

parameters' value ranged from 5% to 15% to all cases but one (with 28%). 

There are a few limitations existing in regards to the interpretation of the results of 

this study. The first limitation is that the empirically observed network may not 

directly perfectly represent the actual active network since we (1) do not directly 

observe the network ties
19

 and (2) in most cases the processes we examine have not 

reached perfect saturation (see Table C.2), meaning that marginal adoption is not 

zero, possibly adding bias to the estimations. The conservative conclusion therefore is 

that the model has the capability of estimating the active network, as defined in this 

study (i.e., without observing the links directly, only activated nodes) and whether the 

                                                             
17

 We may assume that in the case of networks C and D, other effects were involved, in addition to the 

network effect on the diffusion pattern, since the fit indicators for all networks were low. This is 

especially true in relation to network A, which is also identified as scale-free but has better fit 

indicators. 
18

 The eight networks were randomly chosen, and apparently there are no cases of a uniform or 

lognormal distribution. This might be a property of the specific community and activity. Because these 

two network types are reported to exist (and found in study 2), we do not rule out the possibility that 

they may exist. 

 
19

 Supposedly, a link in the network represents influence exerted from an adopter to a non adopter 

inducing them to adopt. 
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‘activated nodes network’ represents the active network itself (links/ties included) 

remains to be determined in future studies, beyond the scope of this thesis, using 

richer data. Also, while Study III demonstrates the capacity of the model to estimate 

active networks of diffusion processes of different durations, in order to explicitly 

demonstrate that the model can handle complete and saturated processes, one has to 

extend the data set to include completely saturated processes. Unfortunately for this 

thesis, data of complete diffusion processes with the required temporal resolution was 

hard to come by. 

Finally, another limitation of the data set is that the adoption of a membership in a 

social group may not be exactly overlapping with existing definitions of innovations. I 

argue that the dynamics in this data set can be helpful into the understanding of 

diffusion of innovations processes on networks but also hope that better, richer 

innovations data set (which was also impossible to come by during the preparations of 

this thesis) will surface up in future studies.            
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Table 3  Goodness-of-fit Measures between Estimated and Directly Mapped 

Networks' Degree Distributions: R
2
, Cross Entropy and RMSS. 

  Scale-

Free 

Poissonian 

/Gaussian 

Lognormal Uniform 

Network A 

(scale-free) 

Cross-entropy 0.13 1.20 0.92 1.13 

Distributions R
2
 0.98 0.30 0.69 0.75 

 RMSS 0.99 0.34 0.70 0.74 

Network B 

(Poissonian) 

Cross-entropy 1.44 1.40 1.46 1.51 

Distributions R
2
 0.42 0.95 0.36 0.18 

 RMSS 0.45 0.96 0.40 0.20 

Network C 

(scale-free) 
Cross-entropy 0.22 1.42 1.25 1.36 

 Distributions R2 0.78 0.18 0.51 0.45 

 RMSS 0.79 0.19 0.55 0.46 

Network D 

(Poissonian) 
Cross-entropy 1.36 1.02 1.47 1.40 

 Distributions R2 0.54 0.81 0.50 0.74 

 RMSS 0.56 0.85 0.50 0.76 

Network E 

(scale-free) 
Cross-entropy 0.40 1.67 1.57 1.11 

 Distributions R2 0.75 0.29 0.67 0 

 RMSS 0.76 0.31 0.72 0 

Network F 

(scale-free) 
Cross-entropy 0.69 1.99 1.70 2.39 

 Distributions R
2
 0.75 0 0.38 0.25 

 RMSS 0.77 0 0.32 0.28 

Network G 

(Poissonian) 
Cross-entropy 1.45 1.11 1.67 1.78 

 Distributions R
2
 0.58 0.95 0.24 0.33 

 RMSS 0.62 0.96 0.32 0.35 

Network H 

(scale-free) 
Cross-entropy 0.13 1.04 0.99 1.23 

 Distributions R
2
 0.96 0.43 0.56 0.70 

 RMSS 0.97 0.45 0.58 0.72 
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7. Study IV – Using Early Penetration Data to Improve 

Forecasting 

The purpose of this study is to assess the value of the information concerning the 

underlying network. While there might be different uses of this knowledge (such as 

improved marketing decisions, changing buzz programs, etc.), we demonstrate the 

managerial value by testing forecasting potential and how it can be improved. Early 

framework forecasting is a well-known problem as it is known that diffusion models 

become accurate only late at the penetration process (Chandrasekaran and Tellis 

2007). From a managerial perspective, this is sometimes “too little, too late”, and 

even that assessment is optimistic: If we do not know the market potential, M, from 

an external source, there will be large-scale errors in forecasting. As noted by Kohli et 

al. (1999), diffusion models are better for "backcasting" than for forecasting. Recently 

it has been shown that even a simple truncation of diffusion data can cause 

overestimations of parameters (Van den Bulte and Iyengar 2010): For example, even 

in flat curves where contagion is zero, truncation of the data leads to a positive 

estimation of contagion coefficient. 

In principle, forecasting can be improved by incorporating additional knowledge of 

the network generated by the proposed estimation method. Either early-stage 

penetration data may be used to improve forecasting of the subsequent penetration 

development, or, when successive product generations can be assumed to propagate 

over similarly structured network, previous product generation data are incorporated 

in the model to improve forecasting of successive product generation adoption. 

Because the former application is more attractive, the main question is therefore, what 
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is the minimum number of data points required to accurately estimate the degree 

distribution? 

To test the value of a unified approach to the diffusion and the underlying network 

we use the proposed model to predict diffusion parameters at different stages of the 

diffusion process, and compare predictions to results of three well-known models: 1) 

the Bass model (Bass 1969), 2) the Shifted Gompertz model (Bemmaor 1994, 

Bemmaor and Lee 2002), and 3) the Non-Uniform Influence model (Easingwood et 

al. 1983). The forecasting method is similar to the reconstruction procedure we used 

in the previous study, with two exceptions: The forecasting method uses partial 

diffusion data recovered at an early stage in the process, and this method must also 

generate an estimation of market potential (see Appendix B.2). 

For this study we used 17 diffusions (same as study 2). For each case we used 

early penetration data to estimate the diffusion parameters as well as the network 

distribution's first two moments. We then generated an adoption forecast by 

estimating the remainder of the penetration. Similarly, we also used the three 

alternative models to predict penetration based on the same early data. An example 

for the results of four cases are presented in Figures 4.1–4.3. The percentage error of 

forecasting the market potential is presented as a function of the time in the process in 

which the forecast was made (presented as penetration percentage) in Figure 4.1. 

Including the network degree distribution in the forecasting model generates  

significantly better market potential forecasting compared to the three remaining 

models (earlier in the process and more accurately) for most cases and most time 

points.  
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For example, using only data from as early as the 15% penetration mark, the 

network-based model improves forecasting accuracy by at least 25% (in two of the 

cases, accuracy is improved by approximately 80%). The superior results of the model 

can be attributed, not to the weaknesses of the alternative models, but rather to the 

fact that the network model carries added – apparently valuable – information.  

Figure 4.1 Comparison of Estimated Forecasting Errors of the Market Potential 

Between The Network Based Model And Three Bench Mark Models 

(a) (b) 

  

(c)  
(d) 
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In Table 4 we report the average percentage of forecasting error and average 

MAPE for all models (for the detailed results, see Tables B.2-B.3 in Appendix B). On 

average, for the network model the error percentage of the estimated market potential 

is 30% lower than the next best model, NUI and 70%-75% lower than those of the 

other models. The MAPE of the network model is more than 70% lower than that of 

the NUI model and over 85% for the other models. Therefore we can conclude that 

the network model provides significantly better forecasting than the other models 

investigated in the study both in the prediction of market potential and the shape of 

the diffusion curve
20

. 

Table 4: Comparison of Average Performance of Forecasting Models 

 

 

Even though the forecasts based on the proposed model clearly provide a 

better approximation of the market potential, we also wanted to explore whether the 

model can also be used to improve estimates of actual adopter value, expressed as 

adopters' net present value (NPV). It is not inconceivable that late adopters have less 

of an impact on the value of aggregated sales due to their late discounted value. We 

                                                             
20

 Note that the performance average of the Shifted Gompertz and the Bass models is affected by the 

sporadic extreme deviations. We find that even when not considering these extreme deviations the 

Network model significantly outperforms the Bass and Shifted Gompertz models.  

Network class 
Network 

Model  Bass Model  
S. Gompertz 

Model  NUI Model  

Average % of Error (all cases) 
34.4 99.5 91.9 50.0 

Average MAPE (all cases) 3.3 26.2 26.7 11.9 

Average % of Error (all but 

Gaussian cases) 37.8 119.2 108.8 56.6 

Average MAPE (all but 

Gaussian cases) 3.9 24.5 17.6 12.6 
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therefore calculated each adopter's NPV of adoption using a standard 10% annual 

discount rate and aggregated for the total value of adopters over time. The results, 

shown in Figure 4.2, illustrate that discounting for time does not essentially change 

the advantage of the network model. The error in predicting aggregate NPV based 

solely on early penetration data is significantly smaller when using the network 

information and is even smaller compared to the case of forecasting M. In most cases, 

the improvement in forecasting occurs with data available when only 15% of the 

market has adopted. In two of the cases, the improvement for the earliest period 

reaches 200% and even more. In a third case the improvement is approximately 20%. 

Apart for isolated points, the network model improves predicted NPVs throughout.   

Since the proposed network model generates a smaller market potential 

prediction error, it should improve the overall penetration prediction since diffusion 

models are sensitive to market potential prediction errors. In Figure 4.3 we compare 

the Mean Squared Error (MSE) of the forecasts generated by the four alternative 

forecasting models. As early as low penetration levels of 15%, the network model 

provides MSE levels that are the lowest among all models, significantly improving 

the ability to forecast the full penetration curve. At the 25% level of the penetration, 

the network model is almost already converged on the forecasted curve with MSE 

levels that are close to the final fit, using the whole curve, in all four cases.   
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Figure 4.2 Comparison of Estimated Forecasting Errors of the NPV Between The 

Network Based Model And Three Bench Mark Models 

 

(a) 

 

(b)

 

(c)  

(d) 
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Figure 4.3 Comparison of MSE between estimated and real future penetration curves 

Between the Network Based Model and Three Bench Mark Models 

 

(a) (b) 

  

(c)  (d) 

 

 In three of the four cases, already at the earliest period (15% penetration) the 

MSE provided by the network model is almost half of the MSE provided by the 

second best method. Again, except for isolated points the network model improves the 

MSE for forecasted diffusion curves.  
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8. Robustness Tests of the Random Network 

Approximation 

8.1 The effect of Clustering 

Many real-life social networks exhibit some level of clustering and are therefore 

not always as random as typically assumed. While the results of study 3 suggest that 

the efficacy of the model or the estimation procedure is not undermined by a 

clustering effect, we offer a more rigorous evaluation of the drawbacks of using the 

random network approximation in the case of clustered networks. To do so, we 

conducted the analysis described below. 

The local clustering coefficient of a given node is defined as the proportion of the 

node's neighbors divided by the number of links that could possibly exist between 

them (Newman et al. 2002). The clustering coefficient of an entire network (the 

network global clustering coefficient) is the average of all nodes' local clustering 

coefficients. In the literature, clustering has been associated with concepts such as 

balance theory (Heider 1946, 1958), the strength of weak ties (Granovetter 1973), 

enforced cooperation (Simmel 1950, Coleman 1988), and information brokerage 

(Burt 1992). 

It is important to note that degree distribution and network clustering are two 

strongly interrelated network qualities, as was acknowledged in a previous study 

(Volz 2004): For a given degree distribution, the network's maximum extent of 

clustering is limited to the network degree distribution. Furthermore, it was also 

shown that increasing levels of clustering exceeding approximately 0.3 effectively 
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induce fragmented networks (Volz 2004), although a thorough examination of this 

effect is beyond the scope of our studies.
21

 

 In our simulations we generated clustering coefficients
22

 and maintained the 

degree distribution simultaneously with a non-fragmented network within the values 

cited in the literature. Empirical values of social network clustering coefficients of 

0.26 with a standard deviation of 0.17 have been reported (Newman et al. 2002, 

Mislove et al. 2007). Furthermore, we specifically measured the cluster coefficients 

for all of the networks participating in study 3 (see Table C.2) and found that they are 

smaller than 0.17. Therefore, we limit our testing of the model to clustering 

coefficients no greater than 0.5, a point where fragmentation is already considerable. 

We measured the dependence of the differences in R
2
s of the estimated diffusion 

curves generated by the proposed model between the case with the clustering 

coefficient and with no clustering coefficient. The results for the scale-free case are 

presented in the Figure 5a. The differences range from several percentage points (2% 

for the most common clustering coefficient) to 10%.  

 

 

 

                                                             
21

 Diffusion over a fragmented network produces curves that have several peaks and a high degree of 

sales volatility (as we see in our simulations). As a result, fragmented networks do not meet the 

inclusion criteria specified in Section 5.1. 
22

 The greatest clustering coefficients for scale-free networks and for Poissonian networks were 0.45 

and 0.23, respectively. 
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Figure 5    The Effect of Network Clustering on the Diffusion curve. 

 

(a) (b)

 

 

 

The case of a Poisson degree distribution network is presented in Figure 5b. Here 

the deviation becomes marked at a clustering coefficient of 0.23. We confirmed that 

network fragmentation is also high at these clustering coefficient levels. In fact, we 

were unable to generate greater coefficients while maintaining a required degree 

distribution and a non-fragmented network. We can conclude that the change of 

network clustering under the criteria in Section 5.1 is within the 1%–4%. Comparing 

this to the results in Tables 2 and 3 implies that such an inherent error term is not 

expected to change the results substantially for non-fragmented networks with low to 

moderate levels of clustering. 
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8.2 The effect of Concavity 

In our model, we assume that a consumer is affected to adopt by her neighbors 

linearly proportional to the number of her neighbors who have already adopted 

(chapter 3, (6)). Here we estimate the effect of a more concave function of 

adoption, i.e., the case in which the probability of adoption diminishes with each 

additional adopter neighbor. For the purpose of illustration we chose a log-concave 

model. The probability of a potential adopter to adopt within a short time interval 

t∆ given that she has y neighbors who have adopted is 

tyqptqtp
y ∆+≈∆−∆−− )()1)(1(1  (Goldenberg et al. 2001). Therefore, to model 

concavity we substitute the logarithm for the linear in y term: 









+

∆−∆−−≈∆















++= η

η

y

tqtpt
y

qpyP
1log

)1)(1(11log)(     (19) 

Here, η  is the concavity parameter. Low values of η  mean high-magnitude 

concavity and high values of η  mean low-magnitude concavity; When the 

concavity parameter is much greater than the number of an adopter's neighbors 

(i.e., y>>η ) the log-concave model converges to the linear mode (recall that 

ηη

yy
≈








+1log  when 1<<

η

y
).The effect of concavity can thus be viewed as a 

tradeoff with the average degree of the social network which determines the order 

of magnitude of y . 

We ran simulations to calculate the change induced by the concavity 

assumption, using the differences of R
2
 between the concave and non-concave 

model: 
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We analyzed the effect of concavity vis-à-vis the average degree of the social 

network (Figure 6). For η≤avgk , the concavity of the model has virtually no effect 

on the diffusion pattern while for η>avgk  the effect exists and the diffusion 

pattern is also a function of η  and therefore not accounted for by our original 

model. In Figure 6, we use examples of degree averages that are comparable to 

those of the reconstructed active networks. The same qualitative behavior is true 

for greater degree averages.  

We conclude that concavity should be included in the modeling scheme only in 

cases in which the average degree is thought to be as high as the concavity 

parameter (η ). For example, 20=η effectively means that the effect of each 

adopter-neighbor on a consumer diminishes for more than 20 such adopter-

neighbors. If the average network degree is estimated to be lower than 20, our 

model is valid. 

It is beyond the scope of this paper to investigate η , either empirically or 

theoretically, but we assume that in all the studies we conducted, the case is such 

that η≤avgk . We hope that in the future a more detailed investigation will be 

conducted in regards to the intricate effect of concavity. 
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Figure 6           The Effect of Concavity. 
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9. Discussion and Conclusions 

Networks with heavy tails, such as scale-free networks, tend to morph the diffusion 

curve and create deformations by distorting its symmetry, as we have demonstrated 

here. Specifically, we have shown that the asymmetry can be substantial (see Table 2) 

and that in most cases the bulk of the market adopts after the peak. Ignoring these 

network features leads to estimation errors as well as biased forecasting. Correcting 

for this error is not simple, however, because in most cases the network degree 

distribution of the active network that effectively participates in the diffusion process 

is not known. While detailed individual-level, web-based network data may be 

occasionally available (e.g. on the web), in many cases the active network is invisible 

and hard to extract.23 Data on offline networks are even scarcer, and hardly exist. We 

have shown here how it is possible to extract the typically hidden structure of the 

network from aggregate-level adoption data alone, and how to estimate the parameters 

of the active network’s degree distribution. The proposed approach generates 

reasonable results using a single aggregate-level curve of early stage product 

penetration data. Furthermore, it seems that the superior predictive power of the 

model compared to other known models can be attributed to the additional network 

structure information. We also demonstrated that active networks can be one of a 

number of different degree distributions types. 

In addition to improving forecasting, the proposed approach may help firms more 

accurately assess the structure of influence affecting their target market. By 

identifying the degree distribution of the active network, managers can assess the 

potential effectiveness of planned buzz/viral campaigns. Managers can also use prior 

                                                             
23

 Extracting the active social influence network from visible individual-level data is not a trivial matter 

and depends on the measured indicators and the quality of the data. 
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sales data more efficiently to gain in-depth information on the network that was 

activated for previous products. Practically, they can assess and separate the role of 

the network's connectivity from that of the actual contagion.24 Modeling the process 

together with the network degree structure offers a more accurate estimation of the 

contagion process and of the effectiveness of the external forces. Finally, predicting 

market potential has, until now, remained one of the most difficult challenges of 

diffusion models. One cause of the inaccurate predictions generated by current models 

is the penetration curve asymmetry in the presence of heavy-tailed degree 

distributions. As shown in study 4, a combined model of diffusion and network 

connectivity that takes this symmetry into account improves the accuracy of market 

potential forecasts, and subsequently improves NPV forecasting. 

Limitations 

One of the limitations of the model is that it can only handle continuous processes 

in which the diffusion parameters are sufficiently large, and market size is sufficiently 

large to produce a continuous penetration curve that meets the three inclusion criteria 

specified in section 5.1. This model doesn’t fit cases of discontinuous and / or flat 

diffusion curves. However, diffusion models in general are not meant to capture this 

kind of dynamics since flat penetration curves (without a dominant peak) are thought 

to represent market failures, in which social contagion plays only a marginal role, at 

best. The same is true for models in which p>>q, in which the external force is 

dominant and no network effect develops. We performed several checks to investigate 

the boundaries of the model. On simulated data, the diffusion curves are 

discontinuous for low values of q and p, beyond which the model performs poorly. 

                                                             
24 See equation 9. The firm can assess each parameter separately, in effect understanding the role of 

average connectivity (
avgk ), standard deviation of connectivity (σ ), and contagion properties ( q ) 

which are independent of the network. 
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For example consider a case where the average degree of a network is 10, daily 

coefficients of q that are below 5e-5 and p around 1e-7 lead to a flat diffusion 

curve25. In such processes the model performances are decreased. We may conclude 

that the model does not perform well in case of failures, discontinuous data, or highly 

dominant external force. 

Another limitation of the model is its disregard of clustering. Nonetheless, in 

chapter 8 we show that when clustering exists, it does not impair the results: Moderate 

(and mostly common) levels of clustering do not fragment the network and therefore 

have little impact on the diffusion process. In case of high values of clustering, the 

network is fragmented and so does not fall under the restrictions we have indicated for 

the model to be useful (i.e., continuous curve with a dominant peak). Furthermore, we 

measured the clustering coefficients of the networks used in our studies (Table C.2) 

and found that they lie within the range in which the effect on the proposed model's 

performance is almost minimal. We conclude that this is the reason that the results of 

the proposed model seem to be minimally affected by a clustering effect. We found 

(chapter 8) that clustering had a minor effect on the diffusion curve up to clustering 

coefficients of ~0.35, which matches the empirical measurements of our data in which 

the cluster coefficients lie in the range of 0–0.2. We therefore conclude that clustering 

has a non-limiting effect on the results for the networks we studied. This seems to be 

the more frequent case for social networks at large (Newman et al. 2002, Mislove et 

al. 2007) and therefore clustering in general should not be a limiting factor of the 

proposed method as long as the penetration curve adheres to the constraints given in 

Section 5.1. 

                                                             
25 The results depend also on the values of other parameters; this is just to provide an illustration. 
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Other limitations are related to our assumption of the functional form of the 

internal force function, as manifested in (6). We selected a linear approximation for 

contagion, although any number of models might be equally justified. For example, 

one can choose a concave function to express the diminishing effect of adoption with 

an increasing number of neighbors who are already adopters. The linear assumption 

(see (eq. 6)) evidently holds for small numbers, and therefore it might be that the 

results have been minimally affected in the studies we have presented. In order to test 

for this possibility, we conducted a special study to explore the effect of concavity 

(chapter 8). We found that as long as the average degree is lower than the concavity 

parameter, our results hold. 

Another limitation regarding a subset of the data is that it is data regarding 

adoption of online services (e.g., social groups). Online services are somewhat 

different than existing definitions of innovations and I hope that future studies could 

be extended to using richer diffusion of innovations data which were hard to come by 

during the preparation of this thesis.    

Furthermore, different, more realistic, assumptions can be made regarding 

consumers' rapidly declining propensity to generate word-of-mouth over time. This 

assumption is plausible and is an emerging subject in the research literature (e.g., 

Berger and Schwarz 2010). We conducted a study to assess the effect of this 

assumption on the performance of the model. The diffusion parameters in the 

proposed model are assumed to be an effective average and therefore constant through 

time. This does not mean that the diffusion parameters are actually constant in time, 

but that they can be represented by an average constant. Still in order to check the 

effects of time dependency, we modeled it such that the word of mouth decays 

exponentially with time, reaching a minimal constant level. This minimal constant 
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level represents effects of long-term exposure of the consumer's neighbors to a 

product even if the source does not produce word of mouth. We find that results are 

not affected as long as the minimal level is not negligible. Of course, this calls for 

further research within a broad empirical and theoretical framework. The results of 

studies 3 and 4 suggest that in our case this effect does not limit the model 

significantly. 

Another limitation is related to the asymmetric ties phenomenon, which implies 

that some consumers are more influential than others (regardless of their 

connectivity). This has been discussed in the literature (e.g., Van den Bulte and Joshi 

2007, Iyengar et al. 2010). Although our model does not assume asymmetric ties, its 

results are quite reasonable. This may suggest that although asymmetric ties may not 

play a dominant role in our data sets, this is an important issue that calls for future 

research, preferably using individual-level data. 

Besides research on the role of asymmetric ties, work on future research questions 

may be undertaken. For example, since the model provides knowledge of the degree 

distribution, it may also provide additional information, such as the number and 

degree centralities of influentials, and who play a key role in a specific target market. 

There is a growing body of literature that connects consumers' degree centralities to 

their monetary worth to the firm (Gupta et al. 2006, Stephen and Toubia 2010, Libai 

et al. 2010). Similarly, by estimating the connectivity, it is possible to assess the effect 

of the network degree distribution on economic market value and on individual 

consumers. As we show, degree distribution type also affects the average speed of 

information flow and possibly may affect penetration levels. 
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Appendix A 

A.1 The dynamics of diffusion on a generalized random network  

In this Appendix we develop formally the diffusion dynamics on a generalized 

random network and then evaluate penetration evolution at early stages (growth) and 

late stages (decline) of the process. The probabilities of a potential adopter to be 

influenced by external influence (e.g. marketing efforts) and word-of-mouth 

communications generated independently by each one of her actual  adopter 

neighbors at each time step t∆  are tp∆  and tq∆ , respectively. Hence, the expected 

value of the number of adopters within a short time interval t∆ after time t is  

txqptHtN
x

x ∆+⋅=∆ ∑ )()()(  . Under the continuous limit:  

∑ +⋅=
x

x xqptH
dt

tdN
)()(

)(
,           (A1) 

Here )(tH x
 denotes the number of potential adopters of order x , i.e., consumers 

who have not yet adopted but have exactly x  neighbors who have already adopted the 

product by time t . The total number of potential adopters at time t is 

∑ −=
x

x tNMtH )()( , where M is the market potential. At 0=t  (the new product 

launch time), the initial conditions are MtH == )0(0 and 0)0( ==tH x  for all 0≠x . 

If the network is sufficiently large compared to the maximal degree in the network, 

the network is sparsely connected. As the network is random and hence does not 

contain short cycles, we can assume that, within a short time interval t∆ , the order of 

potential adopters cannot increase by more than 1 (i.e., the probability of 

simultaneous adoption of more than one potential adopter's neighbor in the same short 
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time interval t∆ is extremely low). Therefore, the change in the number of potential 

adopters of order x  at time t is given by: 

)()()()( 11 tHtHtNtH xxxxxx −+ ∆+∆−∆−=∆ ,        (A2) 

where txqptHtN xx ∆+⋅=∆ )()()(  is the number of potential adopters of order x  

who become adopters within a short time interval t∆ after the time t , and )(1 tH xx+∆  

is the number of potential adopters of order x  who increase their potentiality order to 

1+x  as result of their neighbors’ decision to adopt at the time t . 

In general, adoption by any potential adopter of order y and degree k increases the 

potentiality order of her yk −  potential adopter neighbors by 1. Thus, on average, the 

total number of potential adopters who increase their order by 1 within a short time 

interval t∆ after   time t is ∑ ∑ −∆
y k

yky tfyktN )()()( |
, where )(| tf yk  is the conditional 

probability that potential adopter of order y  at time t  has a network degree k . By 

definition, 0)(| =tf yk for all ky > (the number of the individual's adopter neighbors is 

bounded by her network degree), and the normalization condition is ∑ =
k

yk tf 1)(| . 

Because the network is random, 1+∆ xxH  (the number of potential adopters of order x

that increase their order to 1+x ) in t∆  is proportional to the number of potential 

adopters of order x (excluding  "perfect holes", who are potential adopters all of 

whose neighbors are adopters and hence cannot further increase their order of 

potentiality). Namely, ∑ ∑
∑

−∆⋅
−

−
=∆ +

y k

yky

z

zzz

xxx

xx tfyktN
tftH

tftH
tH )()()(

))(1)((

))(1)((
)( |

|

|

1 . 

Hence the dynamical evolution of the number of potential adopters of order x  

described by (A2) can be rewritten in the continuous limit as follows: 
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( ) )()())(1()()())(1(
)(

11|1| tHtwtftHtwtfxqp
dt

tdH
xxxxxx

x
−−−−+−++−= ,    (A3) 

where  

∑

∑ ∑

−

−+

=

z

zzz

y k

yky

tfth

tfykxqpth

tw
)()(1

)()())((

)(
|

|

        (A4) 

is the average number of potential adopters who increase their order of potentiality as 

a result of a single individual's adoption at the time t , and 
∑

=

z

z

y

y
tH

tH
th

)(

)(
)(  is the 

proportion of potential adopters of order x  among the entire population of potential 

adopters at the time t . 

To define a closed system of dynamical equations, we also retrieve the dynamics of 

the conditional probabilities )(| tf xk . 
)(

)(
)(

)(

|
tH

tH
tf

x

k

x
xk =  , where )()(

tH
k

x  is the number of 

potential adopters of order x with network degree k . In the case where 0)( ≠tH x , 

)(

)()()(
)(

)(

)(
1

)(

)(
)(

)()(

)()(
)(

|

)(

|

)(

|)()(

|
tH

tHtftH
tf

tH

tH

tH

tH
tf

tHtH

tHtH
ttf

x

xxk

k

x

xk

x

x

x

k

x

xk

xx

k

x

k

x
xk

∆−∆
+≈

∆
+

∆
+

=
∆+

∆+
=∆+ . 

(A5) 

For the same reasons that apply to (A2), 

)()()()(
)(

1

)(

1

)()(
tHtHtNtH

k

xx

k

xx

k

x

k

x −+ ∆+∆−∆−=∆ , where )()()( |

)(
tftNtN xkx

k

x ∆=∆  is the 

number potential adopters of order x and network degree k who adopt the innovation 

at the time t , and )(
~

)( |1

)(

1 tfHtH xkxx

k

xx ++ ∆=∆  is the number of potential adopters of 

order x  and network degree k  who increase their order to 1+x as result of a 
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neighbor's decision to adopt at the time t . Here, )(
~

| tf xk  denotes the conditional 

probability at time t that the network degree of a potential adopter's neighbor is k , 

given that the neighbor is a potential adopter of order x . (Note that the current 

adopter, an individual who adopts at the time t , was a potential adopter until the time 

t ). Because a potential adopter of order x  and network degree k  has xk −  

connections with other potential adopters, it follows that in the case of a sufficiently 

large random network, using the distribution of a node's neighbors (Albert and 

Barabasi 2002) 

 
∑ −

−
=

'

|'

|

|
)()'(

)()(
)(

~

k

xk

xk

xk
tfxk

tfxk
tf  .         (A6) 

Substituting the explicit expressions )()(
tH

k

x∆  and )(tH x∆  in (A5) (recall that 

txqptHtN xx ∆+⋅=∆ )()()(  and ttHtwtftH xxxxx ∆−=∆ + )()())(1()( |1 ), while setting to 

the continuous limit, we find that in the case of 0)( ≠tH x  

))()(
~

))((1)(())()(
~

))((1)((
)(

)()(
||||1|1|1

1|
tftftftwtftftftw

tH

tH

dt

tdf
xkxkxxxkxkxx

x

xxk
−−−−−= −−−

− . 

(A7) 

On the other hand, in the case of 0)( =tH x
 

)(
~

)(

)(

)(

)(
)( 1|

1

)(

1

)(

| tf
tH

tH

tH

tH
ttf xk

xx

k

xx

x

k

x

xk −

−

− =
∆

∆
=

∆

∆
=∆+ ,      (A8) 

where the initial conditions of the conditiona l probabilities are given by recursive 

relations. This implies that the population at the new product launch time comprises 

potential adopters with order of potentiality 0=x (no one has an adopter neighbor) so 

that kk Ptf == )0(0|  , where kP  is the degree distribution of the network, and for each 
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potentiality of order 0>x , 

∑ =+−

=+−
===∆==

−

−

−
→∆ +

'

1|'

1|

1||
0

|
)0()1'(

)0()1(
)0(

~
)(lim)0(

k

xk

xk

xkxk
t

xk
tfxk

tfxk
tftftf . 

The growth stage 

In a random network, it is unlikely that any individual's two neighbors are 

neighbors themselves. Thus, at relatively early stages of the process the number of 

potential adopters who have more than one neighbor who is an adopter is very small 

compared to the number of potential adopters with either one or no adopter neighbor. 

Furthermore, as most of the population has a network degree that is greater than 1 

while most individuals have either zero or one neighbor-adopters at the initial stage of 

the adoption process, we can assume that 1)(0||0 <<tf  and 1)(1|1 <<tf when t  is small. 

Thus, the penetration dynamics at early stages of the diffusion process (see (A1)) 

takes the following form: 

)())(2)(())((
)(

321 HOtHtHqptNM
dt

tdN
+++−= ,       (A9) 

Where, according to (A3):  

)())((
)(

0
0 tHtwp

dt

tdH
+−= ,         (A10) 

)())(()()(
)(

10
1 tHtwqptHtw

dt

tdH
++−= ,       (A11) 

and )()()(
)(

21
2 HOtHtw

dt

tdH
+= ,          (A12) 

where ∑ ∑ +−++=
k k

kk hOtfkqpthtkfpthtw )()()1())(()()()( 21|10|0  and 

)(

)(
)(

tNM

tH
th x

x
−

= (see (A4)). Let )()()(2)()( 21211 HOtHtHtHtX +=+= so that  
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21 HOtqXptNM
dt

tdN
++−= ,        (A13) 

where 

( ) ∑ ∑ +







−++−−=+=

k k

kk HOtkfqptXtkfptNtXM
dt

tdH

dt

tdH

dt

tdX
).(2)())(()()()(

)(
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)()(
21|10|1

211
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Alternatively: 

)(22)()()())((
)(

21|1
1 HOptkfqtXtkfptNM

dt

tdX

k k

kk +








−







−+−= ∑ ∑ ,    (A15) 

where )()(
)(

)(
)(

)(

)()(
)()()( 21|

1
0|

1
| hOtf

tNM

tX
tf

tNM

tNtXM
tfthtf kk

x

xkxk +
−

+
−

−−
==∑ , the 

network degree distribution among potential adopters at time t . Recall that )(tfk
 

denotes the ratio of the number of potential adopters with network degree k  to the 

total number of potential adopters at time t , so that 
)(

)(
)(

)(

tNM

tNMP
tf

k

k
k

−

−
=  , where 

)()(
tN

k  is the cumulative number of actual adopters with network degree k , and kP is 

the network degree distribution (thus, kMP  is the total number of individuals in the 

entire population with network degree k ). Because at early stages of the process 

1
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, we can apply the following approximation 
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Therefore, linearization of (A15) produces the following : 
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where ∑=
k

kavg kPk  and 
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k

kPkqQ 2
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. The function )()( )(

2 tkNtX
k

k∑=
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k k x
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2 , which can also be linearized to 

produce: 
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(A17) 

Thus, the temporal derivatives of (A13), (A16), and (A17) generate the following 

system of linear and homogeneous Ordinary Differential Equations with constant 

coefficients: 

dt

tdX
q

dt

tdN
p

dt

tNd )()()( 1

2

2

+−≈          

 (A18) 

dt

tdX
p

dt

tdX
pQ

dt

tXd )()(
)2

~
(

)( 21

2

1

2

−−≈         

 (A19) 

dt

tdX
p

dt

tdX
qQ

dt

tXd )()(
)2

~
(

)( 21

2

2

2

−+≈         

 (A20) 

and the initial conditions are Mp
dt

dN

t

=
=0

;  
avg

t

Mpk
dt

dX
=

=0

1  and 
avg

t

Mpk
dt

dX
=

=0

2 . 

The solution of the sub-system A19-A20 yields: 
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eAeA
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tdX
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−+ += λλ)(1 ,         (A21) 

where the λ s are the roots of the characteristic polynomial 

)(2)3
~

(
2

pqppQ ++−− λλ , such that ( ) 
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pQλ  and 

avgMpkA
−+

±
±
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±=

λλ

λ
. As a result, consider the case where the mean network degree 

is much larger than 1 and thus qQ >>
~

, and the aggregate level word-of-mouth effect 

is much stronger than the influence of the external influence (e.g. marketing efforts) 

so that pQ >>
~

. One finds that 






 +
+−=+ p

Q

qp
OpQ ~3

~
λ  and 

+− <<






 +
= λλ p

Q

qp
O ~  and hence also avgMpkAA ≈<< +− . As a consequence, (A21) 

takes the following form: 

tpQ

avgeMpk
dt

tdX )3
~

(1 )( −≈ .         (A22) 

The solution of Ordinary Differential Equation (A18) following the substitution 

of (A22) (in A18) is given by: 

tpQavgptavg
e

pQ

qk
Mpe

pQ

qk
Mp

dt

tdN )3
~

(

2
~)

2
~1(

)( −−

−
+

−
−≈          (A23) 

(see (8)). 

The decline stage 

In advanced stages of the diffusion, the majority of the population has already 

adopted the innovation. Hence, most of the remaining potential adopters are 

surrounded by adopters and become "perfect holes." Stated otherwise, for almost all 

potential adopters the order of potentiality x and the network degree k  in the final 
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stages of the process are equal; Effectively, kxxk tf δ≈)(| , where kcδ  is Kronecker's 

delta. As a result, the dynamic evolutions of the number of potential adopters with 

network degree k  and the number potential adopters of potentiality order kx = are 

identical and are given by reducing (A3) as indicated in (13). 
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A.2 Correction factor for asymmetric diffusion curves 

Let 0t be the time at which we conduct the forecast of the remaining market 

potential. We assume that 0t is measured after the peak, therefore the decline rate can 

be estimated. 

If )( 0tN&  is the penetration rate at the time 0t and )( 0tN  is the cumulative penetration 

until time 0t , then the estimated total market potential is: 

β
β )(

)(')()( 0
0

)'(

00

0

0
tN

tNdtetNtNM
t

tt
&

& +=+= ∫
∞

−−
, where β  is the decline rate. 

Therefore if we take the Bass model as a benchmark with decline rate Bβ , the ratio of 

the estimated total market potential values is 

B

B tN
tN

tN
tN

M

M

β

β

)(
)(

)(
)(

0
0

0
0

&

&

+

+

= . If we focus on the 

tails, we find that 
β

βB

BM

M
=

∆

∆
. Thus, taking the Bass model as a benchmark, 

pQB +=β  where Q is the exponential term in the growth stage (which is also the 

inner force coefficientQ ) while pqk +≈ minβ  where mink  is the minimal degree in 

the network.  

Now recall that the growth stage exponential coefficient is given by 
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 , while in the case of scale-free network (and 
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also assuming that pqk >>min ) we can approximate this factor to be dependent 

exclusively on network properties:  
min

2

k

k
k

M

M avg

avg

B

σ
+

=
∆

∆
. If we wish to incorporate an 

exponential discount term ρ , the estimated market potential is then given by: 

ρβ
ρβ

+
== ∫

∞
−+− )(

')( 0)')((
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0

0
tN

dtetNNPV
t

tt
&

&  and thus 
ρβ

ρβ

+

+
= B

BNPV

NPV
.  
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Appendix B 

 Description of the numerical method used to extract 

network and diffusion parameters 

B.1 Using complete penetration curve data ex post facto 

Robustness of Estimations 

We describe below how specific estimations for the growth slope and decline 

slope are operationalized in this model. As the slopes of the growth and decline stages 

are elusive, we check the robustness of the estimates using simulations. For example, 

once the growth slope is estimated we use simulations to check for fit and scan slope 

values in the close neighborhood of the estimated values. In this manner, goodness-of-

fit measures are used to constrain and reduce error. 

Estimations Procedures 

We now describe the method of extracting the numerical constraints from the 

penetration pattern, which is the basis for the network reconstruction method 

described above. 

The growth stage 

For the growth stage, our aim is to extract the exponential slope of the adoption rate. 

There are various approaches to this problem, including several discussed in Golder 

and Tellis (1997). We employed several methods and averaged all results to minimize 

errors. We applied the logistic curve rule by fitting part of a logistic curve (using only 

the initial Bass-like part of the curve, to prevent an effect based on curve asymmetry). 
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We also used maximum sales growth, i.e., we identified the maximum point of sales 

growth (second derivative of the cumulative adoption) and regressed for the 

exponential slope in a log-linear space. We also used the 16% market percentage 

adoption rule, after Garber et al. (2004). Finally, assuming an exponential function, 

we used the "returns" function 








)(

)(

tN

tdN
, which is actually the slope of the exponential 

function, or in this case, the growth rate. We expect this function to be constant in the 

range of constant exponential growth. We identified the straight, constant part of the 

function. We then estimated the value of the function (which is the exponential slope) 

using different groups of data points taken from the data set, to minimize the 

regression slope of the returns function (which should be zero in the constant part). 

The growth stage exponential slope was taken to be the average Y value of the points 

in each group of points. 

The decline stage 

To estimate the decline stage we used different groups of data points taken from the 

post-peak section of the data set, in which we minimized the regression for a log-

linear space. We found that the results improve dramatically when we also used the 

returns function 








)(

)(

tN

tdN
, which also shows an exponential decline towards the end 

of the diffusion process, coinciding with the exponential decline of the adoption rate. 

This is because the exponential decline of the returns function is much less noisy and 

has a longer duration. 

 Finally, both growth and decline slopes are used in the numerical reconstruction 

method described above (reflected in (16) and (17)). In Table B.1, we provide 
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definitions of the distributions we use in the reconstruction method, including their 

parameters, and details regarding the estimations themselves. 

Table B.1. Classes of network structures 

 

Network 

Degree 

Distribution 

Gaussian/Poissonian Networks* 

2

2

2

)(

2

1
S

k

k e
S

P

µ

π

−
−

=  

 

Distribution 

parameters 

µπ =1  : The network degree average. S=2π  : The network degree standard deviation.  

Functions of 

the 

distribution 

parameters 

 µµ =),( Skavg ,     
22 ),( SS =µσ ,       SSk 2),(min −= µµ   

The effective minimum number of neighbors ( mink ) is the k that is approximately two standard 

deviations below the average. 

Constraints 
The growth constraint:    









−+= 2

2

1
µ

µ
S

qz ,  The decline constraint:   )2(2 Sqz −= µ  

Chosen range 

of parameter 

values in the 

estimation 

procedure  

q  is chosen in the range between 0.0005 and 0.5. 

)1( ∆+= CS  where )22(
5

1
21 qzz

q
C +−=  and 

2

21

212

)22(

)2(5
1

qzz

qzzz

+−

+−
+=∆  while satisfying 

the conditions 0>C and 1>∆ . S
q

z
22 +=µ  

Network 

Degree 

Distribution 

Uniform Networks 

 
ab

Pk
−

=
1

  where    bka ≤≤ . 

Distribution 

parameters 

a=1π  : The minimal degree of the network. b=2π  : The maximal degree of the network.  

Functions of 

2
),(

ba
bakavg

+
= ,       

12

1)1(
),(

2
2 −+−

=
ab

baσ ,        abak =),(min .  
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the 

distribution 

parameters 

Constraints 
The growth constraint:









−

+

−+−
+

+
= 2

)(6

1)1(

2

2

1
ba

abba
qz . The decline constraint:   qaz =2  

Chosen range 

of parameter 

values in the 

estimation 

procedure 

q is chosen in the range between 0.0005 and 0.5. 

q

z
a 2=  

)1( ∆+= Cb  where )1046(
8

1
21 qzz

q
C +−=  and 

2

21

212

)1046(

)1446(16
1

qzz

qzzz

+−

+−
+=∆  

while satisfying the conditions 0>C and 1>∆ .  

Network 

Degree 

Distribution 

Lognormal Networks 

 
2

2

2

))(ln(

2

1
S

k

k e
kS

P

µ

π

−
−

=  

Distribution 

parameters 

µπ =1  : The average of network degree logarithms. S=2π .  The standard deviation of network 

degree logarithms.  

Functions of 

the 

distribution 

parameters 

2

2

),(

S

avg eSk
+

=
µ

µ ,      ( ) 22 22 1),( SS
eeS

+−= µµσ ,        
S

eSk
2

min ),( −= µµ   

The network degree logarithms are normally distributed with mean µ and standard deviation S . 

Hence the effective minimum number of neighbors mink is approximately given by 

Sk 2)ln( min −≈ µ (so that )ln( mink is about two standard deviations below the average of the 

network degree logarithms.) 

Constraints 
The growth constraint:    














−=

+

22

3

1

2
S

eqz
µ

. The decline constraint:   
S

qez
2

2

−= µ
 

Chosen range 

of parameter 

values in the 

estimation 

q is chosen in the range between 0.0005 and 0.5. 

)1(
3

2
∆+=S  where   







 +
+=∆

2

1 2
ln

2

3
1

z

qz
 while satisfying the condition 1>∆ . 
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procedure 

S
q

z
2ln 2 +








=µ  

Network 

Degree 

Distribution 

Scale-free Networks 

Ζ
=

−α
k

Pk    

Here bka ≤≤  such that ab >>  and ∫∑
−

==Ζ
−

−

=

−
b

a

b

ak

a
dkkk

α

α
αα

1
~ . 

Distribution 

parameters 

απ =1  : The power exponent of the distribution, which is 32 << α  (Newman et al. 2006).   

a=2π  : The minimal degree of the network.  

The maximal degree of the network b  defines the upper cut-off point of the distribution, so the 

number of nodes with a network degree greater than b  becomes less than 1. Therefore, 

1)1( )1( ≈−= −−−
=

ααα baMMP bk
, where M is the size of the network and hence: 

( ) α

α

ααα
−

−

−=
1

1

)1(),( aMab . 

Functions of 

the 

distribution 

parameters 

 
α

α α

α

α

α

ασ
α

−

−

⋅
−

−
≈+

2

32 ),(

3

2

),(

),(
),(

a

ab

ak

a
ak

avg

avg
,    aak =),(min α  

Constraints 

The growth constraint: 
α

α α

α

α
−

−

⋅
−

−
=

2

3

1

),(

3

2

a

ab
qz . The decline  constraint: qaz =2  

Chosen range 

of parameter 

values in the 

estimation 

procedure  

q  is chosen in the range between 0.0005 and 0.5. 

α  is chosen in the range between 2 and 3. 

q

z
a 2=  

Note that the estimation problem becomes two-dimensional (i.e., it is based on unrestricted choices 

of q and α .) This is because the growth constraint yields a tangled equation for the unknown 
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parameter α . 

* To guarantee that all network degrees are positive, we assume that 03 >− Sµ . In the case where 03 <− Sµ , the form 

of the network degree distribution should be Poissonian (

!k

e
P

k

k

µµ −

= ) where the degree average and variance are given by 

µ=avgk  and µσ =2  respectively. Hence the growth constraint takes the form )1(21 −= µqz , and for any choice of 

q  one obtains 1
2

1 +=
q

z
µ . The Poissonian degree distribution can be considered anomaly special case of the Gaussian 

degree distribution in the case of small numbers. As for 10>µ  a Gaussian distribution with parameters µπ =1
and  

µπ == S2
becomes a good approximation of the Poissonian distribution (subject to the continuity correction, see 

Devore 1995). 
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B.2: Developing a forecast using partial penetration data 

To predict the diffusion parameters, we use a simple method which is the extension 

of the method used to estimate the network's degree distribution. In the case of 

parameter estimation using the full diffusion curve, we calculate pM ⋅ , the observed 

adoption rate at the time t=0. When complete penetration curve data are not available, 

the exponential growth slope p
k

kq
avg

avg ⋅−













−+ 32

2σ
 is prone to errors due to 

incompleteness of information. Therefore, we simply scan the plausible parameter 

space to find the best fit and iterate over this process repeatedly to confirm globality 

of the solution. The ranges of the values of the scanned parameters are depicted in 

table B.1. In most cases, we found that 10 iterations (of a given scan in a given case) 

are more than sufficient to converge into a global solution; In one case, as few as five 

iterations were sufficient. In the simulation runs, we also had the market potential 

parameter and thus produce an estimate (using the best-fit set of parameters) of the 

projected market potential based on the empirical data. For the purposes of this study, 

market potential was assumed to comprise between 1e3 and 1e6 consumers (all actual 

markets in the empirical data comprised less than 1e5 consumers). The fitting process 

proceeds as follows: 
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1. Determine the size of the estimation window (T) (comprising data points t=1, 

2, ... , T). 

2. Use the estimation window to calculate the exponential growth slope ((16)) and 

the effect of external force ( pM ⋅ ) using a simple fitting process directly for 

the curve.  

3. Iterate over undetermined parameters (the two network parameters, 21,ππ , 

diffusion parameters, pq,  and the market potential M ) using the two 

constraints (see Stage 2 above)  and generate forecasts for the diffusion 

parameters by finding the best fit between the simulation and the data in the 

estimation window. 
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Table B.2    Comparison of the Market Potential’s Forecasting Error of the Network Model to 

Existing Diffusion Models (for 15% and 25% of total market adoption) 

 Market 

Adoption 

[%] Network 

Model [% 

of Error] 

Bass 

Mode

l [% 

of 

Error] 

S. 

Gompertz 

Model [% 

of Error] 

NUI 

Model [% 

of Error]  

Friendster Online Group ("Korean 

Dramas Fanz") 

15% 31 900 1150 58 
 25% 70 86 85 75 

Friendster Online Group ("Emo Is 

Love") 

15% 52 81 76 30 
 25% 33 62 46 46 

Friendster Online Group ("ABSCBN") 15% 26 67 226 44 
 25% 26 62 45 60 

Friendster Online Group ("Muse") 15% 50 78 83 75 
 25% 37 76 67 51 

Friendster Online Group 

("LinkinPark") 

15% 27 90 75 45 
 25% 68 79 76 61 

Friendster Online Group 

("Handsome & Pretty") 

15% 27 71 31 62 
 25% 20 52 26 41 

Friendster Online Group 

("Registered Nurse") 

15% 9 280 13 81 
 25% 12 44 11 81 

Friendster Online Group ("Islam") 15% 68 87 75 87 
 25% 56 84 81 81 

Friendster Online Group ("Dota") 15% 25 85 65 42 
 25% 62 77 62 53 

Petition Signers ("Free our friends in 

Iraq…") 

15% 51 74 67 54 
 25% 41 48 64 57 

Petition Signers ("12 Year Old Jobs") 15% 31 61 76 51 
 25% 41 130 162 52 

Petition Signers ("Save 

Wonderfalls") 

15% 48 64 58 49 
 25% 52 49 55 58 

Search Volume for "Kite Runner" 

(after Launch) 

15% 25 33 20 3 

 
25% 

25 
>100

0 42 18 

Friendster Online Group ("American 

Idol") 

15% 27 23 35 23 
 25% 22 28 31 26 

CD sales ("Dink")* 15% 14 15 45 73 
 25% 31 26 61 21 

Friendster Online Group 

("Starbuckerz") 

15% 22 28 35 34 
 25% 21 31 29 31 

Search Volume for "Cloverfield" 

(post-launch) 

15% 9 280 25 47 
 25% 12 33 29 31 
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Table B.3    Comparison of the Mean Absolute Percent Error for the predicted diffusion curve 

of the Network Model to Existing  Diffusion Models (for 15% and 25% of total market 

adoption) 

  
Network 

Model [% of 

Error] 

Bass 

Model [% 

of Error] 

S. 

Gompertz 

Model [% 

of Error] 

NUI 

Model [% 

of Error]  

Friendster Online Group ("Korean 

Dramas Fanz") 

15% 4.1 >100 >100 7.6 
 25% 8.5 11.0 11.2 8.1 

Friendster Online Group ("Emo Is 

Love") 

15% 6.7 9.1 8.0 7.3 

 25% 4.5 8.4 8.3 6.3 
Friendster Online Group 

("ABSCBN") 

15% 3.7 8.3 6.1 6.3 
 25% 3.6 8.1 5.9 7.4 

Friendster Online Group ("Muse") 15% 6.0 8.6 7.5 4.1 

 25% 5.1 8.5 6.4 6.3 
Friendster Online Group 

("LinkinPark") 

15% 3.8 12.4 11.3 6.6 

 25% 8.5 10.3 12.1 8.6 
Friendster Online Group 

("Handsome & Pretty") 

15% 0.66 10.6 2.3 1 

 25% 0.58 13.7 2.7 1.21 
Friendster Online Group 

("Registered Nurse") 

15% 0.86 35 17 2.6 

 25% 0.87 1 16.8 2.4 
Friendster Online Group ("Islam") 15% 2 >100 13 >100 

 25% 1 >100 37 >100 
Friendster Online Group ("Dota") 15% 2.9 13.4 8.9 6.0 

 25% 8.1 11.1 8.7 5.1 
Petition Signers ("Free our friends in 

Iraq…") 

15% 5.0 7.7 6.5 6.1 
 25% 6.1 6.5 6.8 6.3 

Petition Signers ("12 Year Old Jobs") 15% 3.1 13.1 15.0 7.4 
 25% 5.5 >100 >100 8.3 

Petition Signers ("Save 

Wonderfalls") 

15% 5.1 7.6 6.5 5.1 

 25% 6.2 5.9 6.8 6.3 
Search Volume for "Kite Runner" 

(after Launch) 

15% 0.43 0.6 >100 2.1 

 25% 0.43 >100 >100 25.0 
Friendster Online Group ("American 

Idol") 

15% 0.7 10.2 12.8 9.7 

 25% 0.6 13.1 3.1 7.1 
CD sales ("Dink")* 15% 1.1 15.0 >100 13.3 

 25% 1 11.2 >100 7.1 
Friendster Online Group 

("Starbuckerz") 

15% 4 14.8 24.2 5.6 
 25% 0.9 14.2 11.1 6.1 

Search Volume for "Cloverfield" 

(post-launch) 

15% 0.77 >100 21.0 1.9 
 25% 0.65 3.4 12.4 1.1 
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Appendix C: Description of Data 

Table C.1. Data Set Description for Study II. 

 Data Set Type and Name Sample Size 

Penetration 

Life Cycle 

(Days) 

Identified Type 

of Network R
2 

*
 

 

Friendster Online Group ("Korean Dramas 

Fanz") 74500 596 Scale-free 0.91 

 Friendster Online Group ("Emo Is Love") 63029 620 Scale-free 0.94 

 Friendster Online Group ("ABSCBN") 33559 1446 Scale-free 0.91 

 Friendster Online Group ("Muse") 49898 1675 Scale-free 0.95 

 Friendster Online Group ("LinkinPark") 31025 1489 Scale-free 0.95 

 

Friendster Online Group ("Handsome & 

Pretty") 135821 571 Scale-free 0.95 

 Friendster Online Group ("Registered Nurse") 11298 1503 Scale-free 0.93 

 Friendster Online Group ("Islam") 38111 621 Scale-free 0.93 

 Friendster Online Group ("Dota") 21694 843 Scale-free 0.94 

 Petition Signers ("Free our friends in Iraq…") 32718 966 Uniform 0.95 

 Petition Signers ("12 Year Old Jobs") 9877 1067 Uniform 0.95 

 Petition Signers ("Save Wonderfalls") 18323 1590 Uniform 0.91 

 

Search Volume for "Kite Runner" (after 

launch) 1784 (norm. search vol.) 213 Gaussian 

0.94 

 

 Friendster Online Group ("American Idol") 10622 759 Poissonian 0.90 

 CD sales ("Dink") 69459 72(weeks) Gaussian 0.97 

 Friendster Online Group ("Starbuckerz") 
 

43457 1157 Poissonian 0.90 

 

Search Volume for "Cloverfield" (after 

launch) 51 (norm. search vol.) 110 Lognormal 0.98 

* The R
2
 in this case is the measure of fit to the diffusion curve.
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Table C.2. Data Set Description for Study III. 

 

Data Set Name and 

Type 

Group 

Size 

Penetra

tion 

Life 

Cycle 

(Days) 

Clustering 

Coefficien

t 

Empirical 

Values of 

Parameters 

Values of 

Fitted 

Parameters 

Graphs of Diffusion 

Curve and Fit. 

Network A 

(scale-free) 

Friendster Online 

Group ("Korean 

Dramas Fanz") 

74,500 596 0.01 213min ±=k  

15.022.2 ±=α
 

212±=transk

23.059.2 ±=α
 

 

Network B 

(Poissonian) 

Friendster Online 

Group 

("Fashionistas") 

9,635 301 0.06 2=avgk  2=avgk  

Network C 

(scale-free) 

Friendster Online 

Group ("Emo Is 

Love") 

63,029 620 0.12 14min ±=k  

18.025.2 ±=α
 

25min ±=k

4.066.2 ±=α

 

Network D 

(Poissonian) 

Friendster Online 

Group ("American 

Idol") 

10,622 759 0.14 25 ±=avgk  7=avgk  

Network E 

(Scale Free) 

Friendster Online 

Group ("Ears 

Online") 

38,323 902 0.09 26min ±=k  

23.010.2 ±=α
 

9min =k  

.05.2 ±=α
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Network F 

(Scale Free) 

Friendster Online 

Group ("Anime 

Layouts") 

11,123 614 0.13 17min ±=k  

30.037.2 ±=α
 

24min ±=k

 

3.01.2 ±=α
 

Network G 

(Poissonian) 

Friendster Online 

Group 

("Starbuckerz") 

43,457 1,157 0.05 23±=avgk  4=avgk  

Network H 

(Scale Free) 

Friendster Online 

Group ("ABSCBN") 

33,559 1,446 0.17 416min ±=k  

42.002.2 ±=α
 

38min ±=k

 

1.03.2 ±=α
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Appendix D: Description of the Method of Simulation  

In this Appendix we will describe how the simulation for a generic diffusion on 

network is created. This description will describe in relative detail how a code for 

such a simulation should be written. From the description, we are hopeful that the 

readers would be able to write their own code using these instructions and using 

the references to the literature. This description, of course, is an example of such a 

simulation process and is not the only way of doing so. We do believe that this 

code is relatively efficient and provides an accurate representation of the simulated 

process.  

A code for simulating diffusion of a single-purchase product over a social 

network is basically composed of roughly the following three parts: 

1. Generating a distribution of degrees. 

2. Creating the network structure using the distribution created in (1) (and 

without modifying it).   

3. Simulating the diffusion process on the generated network. 

We will now describe each part in more detail: 

Generating a distribution of degrees. 

In this thesis we are interested in investigating four types of degree 

distributions: scale free, Gaussian, Uniform and Lognormal. In general one can 

generate any desired distribution. 

Generating the Gaussian and Uniform distributions is relatively straightforward, 

mainly because most software platforms have basic functions to automatically 
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generate numbers taken out of these distributions. In some platforms there are also 

functions for other types of distributions.  

In order to generate a scale free and lognormal distribution it was necessary to 

use variable transformations. For the lognormal case, we’ve used an exponential 

variable transform in the general form of ~exp( average + std. dev*N(0,1)) – where N 

is the normal distribution (i.e., numbers drawn from a normal distribution) and the 

average and std. dev. Are parameters that the programmer wishes to induce. For the 

scale free case we’ve used the method described in Newman (2002) (following 

Molloy and Reed 1995) which can be succinctly described as follows: (1) we created 

a vector in which every cell had the number of degrees. Each degree was represented 

in this vector in the right frequency according to a scale free distribution (e.g., degree 

= 3 appeared at the accurate frequency, degree = 4 appeared at a different frequency, 

etc.). One direct way of doing this was to create a nested loop in which for each 

degree (call it d), the nested loop added the number d to the degree vector, P(d)xM 

times, where M is the market potential and P(d) is the degree distribution we are 

trying to induce. So, for example if degree = 12, according to the scale free 

distribution should have appeared 0.13 of the time, in an M = 10,000 market - the loop 

will add 1300 instances of the number 12 to the vector (P(d)xM = 0.13*10000 = 

1300).  The next step was to take this vector (which should be M long) and randomize 

its cells so that the assignment of degrees to consumers/nodes will be random.   

Creating the linkage structure 

At this stage we should have nodes/consumers, each assigned a number which 

represents its degree and then create the links between nodes such that the number of 

links will match the assigned degree for each node (as to preserve the degree 
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distribution).  Again, following Newman (2002) the way which have chosen to do so 

is to create stubs (open ended links) for each consumer and then go over each stub and 

connect it (pair it) to another stub of another random consumer. We iterate over this 

process until all stubs are paired. One limitation of this method is that a very small 

number of stubs may remain unpaired. But, as shown in Newman (2002), this number 

is very small and for large enough networks (which is usually ~>100s of nodes) it 

should not have any effect on the structure or the diffusion on it. 

Simulating the Diffusion process over the network 

Now that we have the network in form of nodes and their friends (nodes that 

they are linked to), we can simulate a diffusion process over them. Since we also 

model the external force, i.e., at each time step a node can adopt with some external 

(not related to the network structure) probability p, we do not have to artificially 

‘seed’ any nodes with the product at the beginning of the process. The seeding is also 

captured in the external force. Starting from a point in time in which there are no 

adopters on the network, the simulation therefore is the following iteration: 

1. Find nodes which have adopted. 

2. Over the nodes which have adopted, go over their friends who have not yet 

adopted and check with probability q, if they do become adopters at the 

current time step.  

3. For all nodes who have not adopted yet – check with probability p if they 

adopt (due to external force) at the current time step. 

4. Check if the stopping criterion is satisfied. The stopping criterion can be 

simply when a predefined time step is reached or that a certain number of 

adopters is reached. 
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Theoretically the result of this simulation comes in the form of a time series of how 

many adopters adopt per time step, analogues to a time series of sales over time, for 

example. This time series is then used to fit to empirical data.  

 

  Table D. Symbols. 

  

)(tN  Cumulative number of adopters at time t 

dt

tdN )(
 

Rate of adopters at time t 

Q  Aggregate level internal force (imitation) coefficient 

P  Aggregate level external force coefficient 

q  Individual level internal force coefficient  

p  Individual level external force coefficient (equivalent to P  itself)   

xH  The number of potential adopters of order x , i.e., who have exactly x  neighbors who are  adopters 

of the product at time t . 

)(| tf xk  The conditional probability that potential adopters of order x (i.e., with exactly x neighbors that are 

adopters) at time t  have network degree k . 

)(
~

| tf xk  The conditional probability at time t that the network degree of a potential adopter's neighbor is k , 

given that the neighbor is potential adopter of order x . 

Q
~

 
Effective Internal force (imitation) coefficient. This coefficient contains the effect of the network's 

degree distribution (Eq. (9)). 

kP  The network's degree distribution. 

kP
~

 

 The degree distribution of neighbors, i.e., the degree distribution of the degree of the nodes' 

neighbors.  

σ,avgk
 

The average and standard deviation of the network degree distribution, respectively 

min, kα  The scale-free exponent and minimal degree of the network degree distribution 

S,µ  The average and standard deviation of the network degree logarithms, respectively (in the lognormal 

degree distribution) 

ba,  The minimal and maximal degrees, respectively (in a uniform degree distribution) 

21, xx  The growth and decline exponential slopes, respectively (Eq. (16)–(17)) 

21, zz  The adjusted exponential slopes of growth and decline, respectively (Eq (18)–(19)) 

21,ππ  The two parameters of the network degree distribution. Depending on the distribution, these could be 

avgk and σ (Gaussian) or α  and mink  (scale-free). For further information, see Table B.1. 
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 אפליקציות למנהלים

  למנהלים ומשווקים המודל הזה יכול להיות מועיל משלוש סיבות: 

 החדירה.משפר מאוד את יכולת ניבוי פוטנציאל השוק ועקומת  .1

בשימוש בעקומות חדירה קודמות, המנהל יוכל להפריד בין התפקיד ששיחקה הרשת החברתית  .2

בהתפשטות לבין תפקיד תכונות המוצר בעצמן. לדוגמא, בהינתן התפשטות קודמת של מוצר, 

אחת השאלות שיכולות לעלות בראשו של מנהל לפני שהמוצר מושק באיזור גיאוגרפי אחר היא 

? במקרה המקומית הצליח בשל התכונות שלו או בשל תכונות הרשת החברתיתהאם המוצר  –

זה, המודל יוכל לתת תשובה חד משמעית ולשפר את סיכויי המנהל לצפות תרחישים הקשורים 

 ברשת אך גם בתכונות המוצר. 

משום חוסר הסימטריה הניכר בעקומות המכירות כתוצאה ממבנה הרשת החברתית, אחד  .3

המסרים של מודל הרשת הוא: המשחק לא נגמר בשיא המכירות. בהתאם לרשת החברתית יש 

לתכנן בהתאם. המודל עוזר, במקרה זה,  המנהל יוכלאחרי השיא ולכן  יאמץסיכוי שרוב השוק 

  רי ולפני שיא המכירות.להעריך את כמויות המאמצים אח

רשת החברתית (האקטיבית) יש תפקיד חשוב לש שהצלחנו להדגים בעבודה זולסיכום, אנו מקווים 

ושניתן להשתמש במודל שפיתחנו בכדי למדוד את תפקיד זה. אנו מאמינים  התפשטות מוצריםבתהליך 

  .  והחוקר שהמודל יכול לשמש ככלי יעיל של מחקר וניבוי עבור המנהל
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 אימות המתודולוגיה והממצאים

  בכדי לוודא שהמודל אכן עובד והתוצאות אכן בעלות משמעות, אנחנו מבצעים ארבע מחקרים שונים:

 ).4בדיקה דרך סימולציה (פרק  .1

כבדיקה ראשונה, אנחנו מייצרים תהליכים מלאכותיים של התפשטות (על רשת). עבור 

את מודל  בוחניםרים מצד אחד ומצד שני אנו תהליכיים מלאכותיים אלה יש לנו את הפרמט

הרשת באופן עיוור בכדי לבדוק עד כמה הפרמטרים המשוערכים מתאימים לפרמטרים הנתונים. 

) מראות 4כלומר, עד כמה ניתן "בתנאי מעבדה" לבצע את תהליך השיערוך. התוצאות (פרק 

 בממוצע). 10%בסביבות שניתן להגיע לדיוק סביר בפרמטרי הרשת (

 ). 5התאמה לעקומות אימוץ קיימות (פרק  .2

אנו מתאימים את עקומות המכירות האמפיריות לעקומות שהסימולציה , בדומה למודלים קודמים

מות המכירות כלומר, לבדוק האם עקומייצרת בכדי לראות אם אנו מקבלים התאמות טובות. 

האמפיריות מתאימות בצורתן הדינמית לעקומות מודל הרשת. ההתאמות שמתקבלות אכן טובות 

 ). 5מאוד (פרק 

 ).6אימות של המודל בצורה עקיפה בשימוש בנתוני רשת קיימת (פרק  .3

משום שהתאמות של עקומות מכירות אינן מדגימות את ייחודיות הפתרון (המודל), אנו 

רשתות שבהן אנחנו יודעים את התפלגות הקשרים באמצעים עקיפים (רשתות משתמשים בנתוני 

על האינטרנט). כך אנו מנסים לוודא שהמודל אכן נותן תשובות באופן ישיר אמפיריות שמדדנו 

קרובות מספיק לנתוני האמת. גם במקרה זה אנו מקבלים תשובות טובות ולכן מאמינים שהמודל 

 מספק יכולת הסבר טובה.

 ).7במודל הרשת בכדי לנבא פוטנציאל שוק וצורת עקומת חדירה (פרק  שימוש .4

של המודל להסביר נתונים אמפיריים ולהדגים את  השימושיותבכדי להדגים את מידת 

עקומות  17הפוטנציאל של המודל לאפליקציות למנהלים אנו מבצעים מבחן ניבוי על סט של 

שוואה לשלושה ע הקיים אנו בוחנים אותו בהמכירות.  בכדי לבדוק עד כמה הוא משפר את היד

קיימים. אנו מדגימים ששימוש במודל רשת משפר את יכולת הניבוי מודלים של התפשטות 

  במידה ניכרת וכוללת.
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 כמעט חצי מהרשתות האקטיביות שאנחנו מודדים אינן רשתות חסרות סקאלה.  .1

 חברתיות שהן ברשתות ספרות כאילו ברוב המקרים מדוברחלק מהלמרות ההנחה הרווחת ב

) אנחנו מוצאים שכמעט בחצי מהמקרים מדובר בהתפלגויות קשרים scale freeחסרות סקאלה (

  שונות.

 ניתן לשפר את הניבויים באופן ניכר בשימוש במודל הכולל רשת חברתית. .2

שכולל את הרשת החברתית משפר באופן ניכר את התפשטות אנו מתארים כיצד מודל  7בפרק 

של שניבויים  בשלבים המוקדמים של הפצת מוצר. אנו מוצאים , עבור הפירמה,יבוייכולת הנ

משתפרים  פוטנציאל השוק וצורת עקומת המכירות בשלבים מוקדמים של תהליך ההתפשטות

 .באופן ניכר

במקרים של רשתות בעלות זנבות עבים (לדוגמא רשתות חסרות סקאלה) רוב השוק מאמץ  .3

 שיא המכירות. אחרי

כתוצאה משינוי של הסימטריה בעקומת המכירות, כלומר תאוצת התהליך בשלבים המוקדמים 

וההאטה שלו בשלבים המאוחרים, אנו מוצאים שרוב השוק מאמץ לאחר שיא המכירות ולא 

לפניו. זוהי מסקנה שעשויה להשפיע על החלטות ניהוליות והיא נוגדת חלק מהאמונה הרווחת 

 המכירות "המשחק נגמר".שברגע שהמוצר מגיע לשיא 

 התפלגות הקשרים כנראה קשורה לאופי המוצר ואופי ההתפשטות. .4

שמבנה  איכותייםאימות המסקנה הזאת הוא מחוץ לתחום העבודה אך אנחנו מוצאים רמזים 

הרשת האקטיבית יכולה להיות תלויה בסוג המוצר המתפשט. לדוגמא, התפשטות של מנוי 

כנראה על רשת חסרת סקאלה (רשת שיש בה מאמצים בעלי  לקבוצה חברתית באיטרנט תתרחש

 - מספר קשרים גבוה). לעומת זאת, מכירות של דיסק של להקה פופולארית במידה מתונה 

תתפשטנה על רשת בעלת זנבות קטנים וסקאלה מסויימת (התפלגות נורמלית), כלומר שאין בה 

החברתיים, טכניים ופסיכולוגיים  שפע של מאמצים רבי קשרים. הקשר הזה מרמז על המנגנונים

בין מאמצים ומהווה כיוון מחקר עתידי שהוא לדעתנו וההשפעה ששמאחורי יצירת קשרים 

  מעניין.
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אלגוריתם ממוחשב מחשב את מקדם הגדילה האקספוננציאלי ומקדם הדעיכה   .א

) הבעיה מצטמצמת לבעייה 3האקספוננציאלי. כלומר, בשימוש במשוואות האנליטיות (פרק 

26מימדית-דו מימדית מארבע
 . 

ארבעת הפרמטרים המתאימים לתהליך (במרחב  מתחילה בניחוש סטוכסטי שלהסימולציה   .ב

 דו מימדי).

שהסימולציות מייצרות אל העקומה  ההאלגוריתם מבצע איטרציות של התאמת העקומ  .ג

האמפירית. האיטרציות נמשכות עד שמתקבלת ההתאמה הטובה ביותר. פרמטרי התהליך 

ת של ההתאמה הטובה ביותר הם הפרמטרים המשוערכים של המודל, כלומר והרש

 השיערוך של הפרמטרים האמיתיים. 

  מסקנות ותוצאות עיקריות

הרשת משאירה את חותמה על עקומת המכירות וניתן לשערך את התפלגות הקשרים ברשת  .5

 מתוך עקומת המכירות.

 לוודא שהיא מושגת (ראו למטה).בכדי ם שונים מחקרי 4עבודה ואנו מבצעים מטרת ה זו

 הרשת האקטיבית אינה דומה בהכרח לרשת הנראית. .6

הרשת האקטיבית, להגדרתנו, היא אותה הרשת שהתהליך התפשט עליה למעשה. כלומר, אם 

מאמץ א' השפיע על שניים מתוך חמשת חבריו, רק אותם שני מאמצים נכללים ברשת 

יך (ולא שלושת חבריהם האחרים). במובן הזה האקטיבית. זאת משום שהם היו שותפים לתהל

הרשת האקטיבית היא הרשת הרלוונטית למוצר הספציפי שהתפשט למעשה. אנו מוצאים 

שהתפלגות הקשרים של הרשת האקטיבית אינה בהכרח דומה לרשת הנראית. לדוגמא, פירמות 

די לנסות רבות מסתכלות על רשתות חברתיות באינטרנט ומודדות את התפלגות הקשרים בכ

יתפשט קמפיין או מוצר שלהן. אנו מוצאים שהתפלגות  כיצדלפתח אסטרטגיות הפצה ולנבא 

הקשרים ברשתות החברתיות האינטרנטיות האלה אינה בהכרח אינדיקטיבית תמיד לצורה 

 הסופית של הרשת האקטיבית (אך כמובן, מכילה אותה). 

                                                             
26

צמצום זה של ממדי הבעיה הופך להיות קריטי לקיצור זמן הפתרון ולעיתים אפילו להיתכנות הפתרון. זאת  

 ת שהופכות את זמן ההרצה לאיטי עבור רשתות גדולות יחסית. משום שאנו משתמשים בסימולציו
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ניתן לפתור  ם של תהליך האימוץ,מסתבר שמשום המצב הפשוט יותר הזה בשלבים האחרוני

27באופן אנליטי את משוואות התהליך
  ).3אימוץ מפורש במקרה הזה (פרק אקספוננט ולקבל  

6תהליך התפשטות מוצרים במודל קלאסי (לדוגמא של באס
) הוא בקירוב סימטרי בשלב הגדילה 

ספוננט הדעיכה שווים , כלומר הערך המוחלט של אקספוננט הגדילה והערך המוחלט של אקושלב הדעיכה

ההטרוגניות הקישוריות של המאמצים משפיעה על  - אם ישנה רשת בבסיס התפשטות המוצר. בקירוב

התפלגות קשרים עבור  באופן ייחודיעקומת המכירות (מאיצה את שלב הגדילה ומאטה את שלב הדעיכה) 

הסימטריה ושוברת אותה נתונה. כלומר, הימצאות של רשת (הטרוגניות של קשרים) במודל משנה את 

גדילה מהירה מאוד ודעיכה שינוי הסימטריה של העקומה מתבטאת בלרוב  .להיות לעקומה לא סימטרית

. מתוך שבירת הסימטריה הזו, המודל מאפשר שיערוך של סוג התפלגות הקשרים של הרשת יחסיתאיטית 

  שעליה התפשט המוצר. 

מודל ולהדגמה שאכן התפלגות הקשרים ברשת חלק נכבד מהעבודה מוקדש לווידוא של הנחות ה

  ).9ודיון מסכם בפרק  8עד  4היא הסיבה העיקרית לשינויים בסימטריה (ראו פרקים 

  מתודולוגיית שיערוך קישוריות הרשת

, ניתן לתאר את תהליך השיערוך של התפלגות הקשרים ברשת מתוך המודלאחרי שתיארנו את 

) קצב 1ים לחשב ארבעה פרמטרים מתוך עקומת מכירות נתונה: (עקומת המכירות. בתהליך אנו מעוניינ

) קצב האימוץ מסיבות חיצוניות (פרסום, כוח 2ההדבקה בין מאמץ למאמץ (תהליך ההדבקה החברתי), (

) סטיית התקן של מספר הקשרים ברשת4) ממוצע מספר הקשרים ברשת, (3חיצוני וכו'), (
28

. צריך 

אורך עקומת המכירות, אנו משתמשים  לכלאנליטית שתוכל להתאים פונקציה לנו לזכור שמשום שאין 

  בסימולציה להתאמה בין המכירות למודל. הנה שלבי התהליך:

 עקומת מכירות אמפירית. אנו מודדים  .ד

                                                             
27

 משום שמדובר רק באוכלוסייה מסוג אחד, המשוואות פשוטות יותר ופתרונן אפשרי. 
28

) משתנים, לדוגמא במקרה של רשת חסרת 4-ו 3במקרה של רשתות מסוגים שונים, הפרמטרים של הרשת ( 

 מום הקשרים האפשריים.סקאלה הפרמטרים הם אקספוננט החזקה ומיני
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קבוע. בדומה לספרות כן (פר מאמץ) מסיבות חיצוניות (קמפיינים, פרסום או סתם מקרה) הוא גם 

29הקיימת
  שהמודל הזה מספיק טוב לצרכינו., גם אנחנו מוצאים 

מסתבר שתחת ההנחות שלעיל, עקומת המכירות היא ייחודית, כלומר נקבעת על ידי הפרמטרים של 

) מסתבר Aהמודל, כולל פרמטרי הרשת. למרות שניתן לפתור את המודל מבחינה דינמית (ראו תוסף 

) תחום הגדילה הראשונית של 1שניתן לכתוב פתרון אנליטי מפורש רק לשני תחומים של העקומה: (

) תחום הדעיכה לאחר פיק המכירות. מקדם הגדילה האקספוננציאלי של עקומת המכירות 2( -ו המוצר

). 3בשלב הגדילה הראשוני פרופורציונלי לממוצע הקשרים אך גם לסטיית התקן של הקשרים (פרק 

ת ההתפשטות תגדל. כמו כן, מאמץ קשור ליותר אנשים בממוצע, אנו מצפים שמהירוהכלומר, ככל ש

היא להאיץ גם כן את  השפעתםמספר קשרים יוצא דופן (ביחס לממוצע),  יבעל ציםמאמ מיםבמידה וקיי

התהליך. הסיבה שמאמץ בעל מספר בלתי רגיל של קשרים מאיץ את התהליך היא שהוא מהווה מעין 

וקדם בתהליך וגם יחשוף חלקים "קיצור דרך" ברשת. אדם בעל מספר גדול של קשרים יאמץ, בממוצע, מ

באופן  נמצא"רחוקים" יותר של הרשת לתהליך ובכך יאיץ אותו. בעניין זה, בשני העשורים האחרונים, 

 Hubsאמפירי שרשתות שבהן קיימים מאמצים בעלי מספר גדול מאוד של קשרים ( שנקראים לעיתים 

31, למרות שדיון בעניין זה מתנהל עדיין30בספרות) הן נפוצות
. רשתות כאלה נקראות לעיתים חסרות 

) והן בעלות זנבות כבדים יותר (ביחס להתפלגות נורמלית, לדוגמא) וסטיית תקן scale freeסקאלה (

מודל הרשת חשוב, במובן הזה, בכדי לגבש את ההבנה לגבי  מכאן אנו טוענים ומדגימים כי גדולה יותר.

  חברתית.  ותעל רשתשל מוצרים ומידע  תהליכי התפשטותההשפעה של מבנה קיצוני כזה על 

מצד שני, שלב הדעיכה של תהליך ההתפשטות נשלט כמעט לחלוטין על ידי אותן אוכלוסיות מאמצים 

שיש להן את מספר הקשרים המינימלי. בממוצע, על הרשת, מאמץ שיש לו מעט קשרים יאמץ יחסית 

בקשרים מאמצת לקראת סוף התהליך בזמן מאוחר בתהליך. כך בעצם אותה אוכלוסייה שהיא "ענייה" 

  .כבר אימצו כמעט לגמרי ששאר סוגי אוכלוסיות המאמצים

  

                                                             
29

 Farley et al. 1995 
30

 Barabasi and Albert 1999 
31

 e.g., Watts and Dodds 2007, Goldenberg et al. 2009 
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הקשרים של כל צרכן בודד)  מבנהאנו מעוניינים לדעת כיצד משפיע מבנה המיקרו של הרשת (

על ההתפשטות ובמיוחד כיצד משפיעה ההטרוגניות של רמת הקישוריות על צורת עקומת ההתפשטות. 

, אנו מדגימים שניתן להעריך את התפלגות החברתית את הרשת אנו כולליםבהינתן המודל שבו 

ומת מכירות יחידה. זאת הקישוריות (כלומר את התפלגות הקשרים ברשת הקשורה במוצר נתון) מתוך עק

יחדיו עם שאר פרמטרי ההתפשטות המוכרים (קצב ההדבקה בין לקוח ללקוח וקצב האימוץ כתוצאה 

מהשפעה חיצונית כמו פרסום וכו'). במילים אחרות, אנחנו מוצאים שטביעות האצבע שמותיר מבנה 

לשחזר את התפלגות הקשרים של הרשת על עקומת המכירות מכילות מספיק מידע בכדי שניתן יהיה 

הקישוריות ברשת מתוך עקומת המכירות. מעבר לכך, אנו גם מוצאים שבעזרת מודל שמכיל את מבנה 

מכירות ביחס למודלים ההקשרים של הרשת ניתן לשפר את יכולת החיזוי של פוטנציאל השוק ועקומת 

כללית והקלט שלו חברתית של התפשטות מוצר שקיימים כיום. יש לציין שמשום שהמודל מניח רשת 

 -הוא עקומת מכירות/אימוץ כללית, הוא תקף ושמיש לגבי כל תהליך אימוץ שעומד תחת תנאי המודל 

  התפשטות מוצר, התפשטות אינפורמציה וכו'. 

  המודל

במודל עצמו אנחנו מניחים שהרשת היא בעלת התפלגות קשרים נתונה שניתן לתאר בעזרת שני 

ות (לדוגמא, הממוצע וסטיית התקן). כמו כן אנו מניחים שהרשת היא המומנטים הראשונים של ההתפלג

ראנדומלית, כלומר הקישורים בה אינם קורלטיביים עם פרמטרים אחרים במודל והרשת סימטרית 

) ברשת Clusteringי לקוחות היא הדדית וסימטרית). כמו כן, מידת הקיבוציות (נבין ש(כלומר ההשפעה 

32שת אינה מחולקת לתתי רשתותהיא מספיק נמוכה כך שהר
. אנחנו מוצאים שזהו קירוב מספיק טוב 

 -  מבחינה אמפירית. אנו משתמשים במודל הפשוט ביותר שנוכל להשתמש בו שעדיין מסביר את התוצאות

בכדי לאמת את יכולת הניבוי  אמפיריים לכן ערכנו מחקרים נרחבים על צירופים שונים של קבצי נתונים

 אנו).  בנוגע לתהליך ההתפשטות, 9במאמר, דיון מסכם בפרק  8עד  4וההסבר של המודל (פרקים 

33מניחים שזהו תהליך קלאסי
  בבסיסו שבו סיכוי ההשפעה בין שני מאמצים הוא קבוע וסיכוי האימוץ 

                                                             
32

  .Dותוסף  8ראו דיון נרחב בפרק  
33

 e.g., Bass 1969 
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  עקבות הרשת על עקומת החדירה:

בנתוני  בשימוש הקישוריותחשיפת התפלגות 

  חדירה לשיפור יכולת החיזוי

  תקציר:

34מקובל לחשוב שמוצרים חדשים מתפשטים על רשתות חברתיות
. האינטואיציה הכללית של 

הרשתות החברתיות. שהדרך שבה מתפשט המוצר בשוק מושפעת ממבנה   וחוקרים היא  מנהלי חברות

  מעיני המנהל (והחוקר).  ברוב המקרים, עלומות ,השפעההחברתיות של הרשתות , האולם

באופן תיאורטי, ידע לגבי מבנה הרשת יכול לשפר את אסטרטגיית ההפצה והשיווק ולהגדיל את 

מבנה הרשת החברתית הרלוונטית למוצר ידע של סיכויי המוצר לחדור לשוק. לדוגמא, הספרות מוצאת ש

.של לקוחות םעזיבת או הצטרפות של ניבויהמשפר את יכולת נתון 
35
לקיום הרשת עצמה יש  ,פן כלליבאו 

ערך פיננסי עבור הפירמה, ערך שהיא יכולה למנף בדרך כזו או אחרת. קמפיינים ויראליים, כלומר 

גם כן תלויים מאוד  ,קמפיינים שמטרתם לשפר את סיכוי המסר להתפשט ברשת החברתית, "מפה לאוזן"

  בסוג הרשת החברתית ובמבנה הספציפי שלה. 

מודלי התפשטות המוצר לא כוללים את מבנה הרשת ובעצם מניחים שהמבנה למרות זאת, רוב 

החברתי הוא פשוט למדי. לדוגמא, הנחה רווחת ברוב המודלים הללו היא של מבנה חברתי שבו כל צרכן 

קשור, משפיע ומושפע מכל צרכן אחר ברשת (בעצם מכל השוק בו זמנית), כלומר מודל שבו אין 

36ינדיבידואלימשמעות למבנה החברתי הא
בעבודה זו אנו בעצם מעוניינים להתקדם שלב אחד קדימה  .

ביכולת של מודלי התפשטות המוצרים לתאר את המציאות. אנו חוקרים וממדלים את ההשפעה של מבנה 

עקומת  –הרשת על התפשטות המוצר ובפרט על עקומת ההתפשטות (קצב האימוץ כפונקציה של הזמן 

 מכירות). 

                                                             
34

 Mayzlin 2002, Hill et al. 2006, Newman et al. 2006, Shaikh et al. 2006, Van den Bulte and Wuyts 

2007, Katona and Sarvary 2008, Goldenberg et al. 2009, Katona et al. 2011 

35 Hill et al. 2006, Iacobucci and Hopkins 1992, Krackardt 1996 

36 e.g., Bass 1969 
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זו נעשתה בהדרכתם של:עבודה   

 פרופ' יעקב גולדנברג ופרופ' סורין סולומון
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 עקבות הרשת על עקומת החדירה: 

חשיפת התפלגות הקישוריות בשימוש בנתוני 

 חדירה לשיפור יכולת החיזוי
 

 

 

 
 חיבור לשם קבלת תואר דוקטור לפילוסופיה

 מאת
 יניב דובר
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